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Power operations in the Stolz–Teichner program
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The Stolz–Teichner program proposes a deep connection between geometric field
theories and certain cohomology theories. We extend this connection by developing
a theory of geometric power operations for geometric field theories restricted to
closed bordisms. These operations satisfy relations analogous to the ones exhibited
by their homotopical counterparts. We also provide computational tools to identify
the geometrically defined operations with the usual power operations on complexified
equivariant K–theory. Further, we use the geometric approach to construct power
operations for complexified equivariant elliptic cohomology.
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1 Introduction

Multiplicative cohomology theories often carry intricate additional structure. When
a cohomology theory is built from geometric cocycles, this additional structure is
typically inherited from geometrically defined operations on the representing cocycles.
For example, symmetric and exterior powers of vector bundles induce operations on
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topological K–theory, and similar constructions for bordisms give rise to operations on
the complex cobordism spectrum MU. The Stolz–Teichner program indicates a deep but
mysterious relationship between d–dimensional field theories and height d cohomology
theories, with conjectured cocycle models for K–theory and elliptic cohomology from
field theories of dimension 1 and 2, respectively; see Stolz and Teichner [48]. It is
natural to ask whether the geometry of field theories fosters interesting operations on
these proposed cocycles.

The first goal of this paper is to introduce geometrically defined power operations on a
large class of field theories. These operations are a consequence of power cooperations
that exist on the level of categories of closed bordisms, inspired by constructions in
the physics literature; see Dijkgraaf, Moore, Verlinde and Verlinde [21]. Furthermore,
we indicate how to extend these cooperations to arbitrary bordisms. The second goal
is to give explicit formulas for the effect of power operations when restricted to a
subcategory of tori. The third goal is to compare these power operations with power
operations on complexified equivariant K–theory and to deduce a formula for power
operations on complexified equivariant elliptic cohomology. Finally, we exhibit a strong
analogy between power operations for d–dimensional field theories and those for Borel
equivariant height d Morava E–theory. This is noteworthy as the power operations
for Morava E–theory are a consequence of the arithmetic geometry of a universal
deformation formal group (see Rezk [40]) whereas the power operations studied here
come from differential geometry.

Informally, our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

Theorem The restriction of any geometric field theory to closed bordisms admits a
consistent theory of power operations. In dimensions 1 and 2 these determine power
operations on complexified equivariant K–theory and complexified equivariant elliptic
cohomology, respectively.

These results deepen the proposed analogy relating field theories and cohomology
theories. A historically important thread is the work of Dijkgraaf, Moore, Verlinde
and Verlinde [21] that expresses the elliptic genus of the total symmetric power of an
orbifold in terms of a generating function; this was later expanded upon by Borisov and
Libgober [16]. The total symmetric power is a type of power operation on orbifolds,
and formulas for the resulting genera encode compatibility with power operations
in equivariant elliptic cohomology, as indicated by Ganter [25]. Physically inspired
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approaches to power operations have made prior contact with chromatic homotopy
theory in the work of Baker [6], Ando [1; 2], Tamanoi [50; 51], Ganter [23; 24; 27]
and Huan [35]. The operations studied below are anchored in these ideas, while also
tying in with the Stolz–Teichner program.

The term consistent theory in the above theorem refers to a collection of compatibility
relations satisfied by our geometric power operations that are analogous to the ones for
homotopical power operations. An extension of the power cooperation to the full bor-
dism category would then provide a no-go principle: any cohomology theory admitting
a theory of geometric cocycles built out of field theories must have a theory of power
operations in the sense of Bruner, May, McClure and Steinberger [17]. Said differently:

If a category of field theories provides geometric cocycles for a cohomology theory E�,
then the representing spectrum E must support the structure of an H1–ring spectrum.

This principle constrains the conceivable zoo of cohomology theories that one might try
to relate to field theories. The existence of an H1–structure constitutes a substantial
constraint on a cohomology theory. For example, the spectrum K=p representing mod p

topological K–theory does not admit an H1–ring structure, as shown by McClure in
[17, Proposition IX.1.6].

Power cooperations on geometric bordism categories

A field theory is a symmetric monoidal functor from a bordism category to the symmetric
monoidal category of complex vector spaces. The symmetric monoidal structure
on bordisms is disjoint union, whereas the symmetric monoidal structure on vector
spaces is the tensor product. Early versions of this definition are due to Segal [44]
and Atiyah [4], although we have in mind the more modern approach of Stolz and
Teichner [48] that incorporates smoothness, supersymmetry, a model geometry on
bordisms (see Section A.3), and equips bordisms with maps to a smooth stack X ;
see Stoffel [46]. The model geometry specifies the (super) dimension d jı of the field
theory via the dimension of the bordisms involved. We will typically be interested in
global quotient stacks X D ŒX ==G� for a finite group G acting on a compact manifold X .

In the case of super Euclidean model geometries (see Example A.24), Stolz and Teichner
have conjectures relating field theories over ŒX ==G� of super dimension 1j1 and 2j1 with
cocycle models for G–equivariant K–theory and G–equivariant elliptic cohomology
of X , respectively. The geometry of super Euclidean field theories gives compelling
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evidence for these conjectures conjectures; see Berwick-Evans [12], Cheung [18],
Dumitrescu [22], Han [31], Hohnhold, Stolz and Teichner [33], Schommer-Pries and Sta-
pleton [42], Stoffel [46; 45] and Stolz and Teichner [47; 48], as beautifully summarized
in [48, Section 1]. The recent work of Berwick-Evans [11] and Berwick-Evans and Tripa-
thy [13; 14] verifies the conjectured relationship between 2j1–dimensional theories and
equivariant elliptic cohomology over the complex numbers. The compatibility between
the power operations constructed below and the corresponding complexified cohomol-
ogy theories further substantiates these connections between field theories and topology.

In fact, the existence of our theory of geometric power operations follows from the more
fundamental construction of geometric power cooperations on the level of bordism
categories. Fixing a model geometry M and a smooth stack X , let Bordd jı.X / denote
Stolz and Teichner’s category of .d jı/–dimensional bordisms with M–structure over X
and let V be their category of topological vector spaces. The power cooperation is a
symmetric monoidal functor

(1) Pn W Bordd jı.X�n ==†n/ // Bordd jı.X /;

which induces a power operation on field theories by precomposition

(2) Pn WD P�n W Fun
˝.Bordd jı.X /;V/ // Fun˝.Bordd jı.X�n ==†n/;V/:

In brief, the cooperation (1) is defined by pulling back along the finite-sheeted cover
X�n � Œn� ==†n! X�n ==†n and pushing forward along evaluation

ev W X�n
� Œn� ==†n! X :

See Definition 2.2.

Remark A complete construction of (1) requires a technical modification to Stolz
and Teichner’s definition of a geometric bordism category. The modification uses the
2–fibered product of stacks to define composition of bordisms rather than the strict
fibered products used in [48, Definitions 2.13, 2.21, 2.46, 4.4]; see Section 2.5. We
will pursue this elsewhere. In the introduction, maps depending on this modified
definition are denoted by dotted arrows. Our focus in this paper is on categories of
closed bordisms for which such a modification is not necessary.

Recently, Grady and Pavlov [30, Definition 7.3.1.] have used the push–pull formula
of (1) to construct a power operation for a notion of fully extended field theories without
supersymmetry. Although the underlying push–pull construction is the same, we see
no direct comparison between their power operation and the one studied in this paper.
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Let Bordd jı
c .X / ,! Bordd jı.X / denote the full subcategory of the bordism category

consisting of closed bordisms with M–structure over X . Equivalently, Bordd jı
c .X / is

the subcategory of endomorphisms of the unit for the symmetric monoidal structure on
Bordd jı.X /. We construct a power cooperation Pn WBordd jı

c .X�n==†n/!Bordd jı
c .X /;

we anticipate that it arises as the restriction of (1)

(3)

Bordd jı.X�n ==†n/ Bordd jı.X /

Bordd jı
c .X�n ==†n/ Bordd jı

c .X /

Pn

Pn

but our construction does not depend on (1). Our reason for believing in the extension
to the bordism category is that the power cooperation is determined by constructions on
the entire category of supermanifolds with M–structure; see Section 2.5 for a further
elaboration on this point.

Theorem A (Sections 2.2 and 2.3) The power cooperation Pn WBordd jı
c .X�n==†n/!

Bordd jı
c .X / is a symmetric monoidal map of stacks on the site of supermanifolds. The

geometric power cooperations satisfies the identities dual to those satisfied by power
operations [17, VIII.1.1].

1.1 Computing power cooperations on super tori

We show that one can further restrict (3) to subcategories of Bordd jı
c .X / that are cover

closed, meaning all finite covers of objects are also in the given subcategory. For
the field theories of interest in the Stolz–Teichner program, a particularly convenient
subcategory is the one generated by (super) tori whose map to X is essentially constant
(in the stacky sense); this is a super-version of the iterated inertia stack or ghost loop
stack of X that we denote by Ld jı

0 .X /� Bordd jı
c .X /. Restricting a field theory to the

subcategory Ld jı
0
.X /� Bordd jı.X / is called dimensional reduction.

Closing Ld jı
0
.X / � Bordd jı.X / under disjoint unions of super tori is equivalent to

taking the free symmetric monoidal stack on Ld jı
0
.X /, denoted by Sym.Ld jı

0
.X // �

Bordd jı
c .X /. This is a cover closed substack because finite covers of tori are disjoint

unions of tori. Consequently, the power cooperation may be restricted to substacks of
the form Sym.Ld jı

0
.X //.

Now assume that X is equivalent to a global quotient stack ŒX ==G�, where X is a man-
ifold and G is a finite group. We construct explicit atlases for the stacks Ld jı

0
.X ==G/,
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which allow for explicit descriptions of the power cooperations. This allows us to give
formulas for the power operations in cases of interest.

Theorem B (Theorem 3.10) For any global quotient ŒX ==G�, there is an explicit
atlas U.X ==G/ of Ld jı

0
.X ==G/ and a 2–commutative diagram of stacks

U.X�n ==G o†n/
zPn
//

��

`
i2N.U.X ==G//�i

��

Ld jı
0
.X�n ==G o†n/

Pn
// Sym.Ld jı

0
.X ==G//

where zPn admits an explicit description depending on a number of choices.

Since a functor from a category to a symmetric monoidal category uniquely determines
a symmetric monoidal functor out of the free symmetric monoidal category on the
source, the functor Pn in the diagram is equivalent to the data of the (symmetric
monoidal) power cooperation

Pn W Sym.Ld jı
0
.X�n ==G o†n//! Sym.Ld jı

0
.X ==G//:

Comparing with power operations in cohomology

Restricting a field theory along the inclusion of closed bordisms, Bordd jı
c .X / ,!

Bordd jı.X /, gives a map

(4) res W Fun˝.Bordd jı.X /;V/! Fun˝.Bordd jı
c .X /;C/DW C1˝ .Bordd jı

c .X //:

By definition, Bordd jı
c .X / is the subcategory of endomorphisms of the monoidal unit in

Bord.X /, so this restriction lands in endomorphisms of the unit in V , ie automorphisms
of the 1–dimensional vector space, End.C/ŠC. Since functors from a stack to C are
usually called functions on the stack, we take the shorthand C1˝ .Bordd jı

c .X // for this
functor category. The subscript ˝ indicates that these functions satisfy a condition:
disjoint union in Bordd jı

c .X / is compatible with multiplication in C. In particular, the
restriction map

(5) C1˝ .Bordd jı
c .X //! C1.Bordd jı

cc .X //

is an isomorphism, where Bordd jı
cc .X / � Bordd jı

c .X / is the subcategory of closed
connected bordisms. The image of a field theory in C1.Bordd jı

cc .X // under (4) and (5)
is called the partition function.
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Combined with the observations above, Theorem 3.10 determines a multiplicative (but
not additive) map

Pn D C1. Pn/ W C
1.Ld jı

0
.X //Š C1˝ .Sym.L

d jı
0
.X ///! C1.Ld jı

0
.X�n ==†n//;

which we call the geometric power operation.

When d jı D 1j1 and 2j1, functions on Ld jı
0
.X ==G/ can be identified with cocycle

models for complexified equivariant K–theory and complex-analytic equivariant elliptic
cohomology, respectively [11; 45]. Hence, the power cooperation induces a power
operation in each of these equivariant cohomology theories. Furthermore, Theorem B
provides a formula for the power operation in terms of the pullback of functions along
the map zPn between ordinary supermanifolds.

Theorem C The power operation Pn specializes as follows:

(i) In dimension 1j1, Pn is compatible with the nth power operation on equivariant
K–theory via the equivariant Chern character; see Theorem 4.2.

(ii) In dimension 2j1, the operations Pn provide a theory of power operations on
complexified equivariant elliptic cohomology (Theorem 5.19) that specializes to
the expected Adams operations , and are closely related to the formula for the char-
acter of the power operation on height 2 Morava E–theory; see Theorem 5.20.

There have been some exciting recent developments in the understanding of integral
equivariant elliptic cohomology; see [28; 37]. To date, these have not given an ultra-
commutative (or G1 in the sense of [43, Remark 5.1.16]) structure on the equivariant
spectrum. Hence, in contrast to the situation for K–theory, there is no complete theory
to which we can compare the formula for the total power operation in equivariant
elliptic cohomology.

Finally, in Appendix C, we illustrate that the formulas for power operations extracted
from restriction to closed d–dimensional bordisms closely mirror those for power
operations in E–theory obtained by the first and third authors [8].

Notation and conventions

The main constructions in this paper take place in stacks on the site of supermanifolds;
see Appendix A for a review. In short, a stack is a presheaf of groupoids on the site of
supermanifolds satisfying descent for all covers; covers are surjective submersions of
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supermanifolds. All diagrams involving stacks should be assumed to be 2–commutative
unless stated otherwise; we remind the reader that 2–commutativity is additional data,
though often we do not make this explicit. Frequently our stacks will be presented as
groupoid objects in supermanifolds. This uses the 2–functor from the 2–category of
Lie groupoids, smooth functors, and smooth natural transformations to the 2–category
of stacks. For the Lie groupoid G D fG1� G0g, we use the notation ŒG� to denote the
value of this functor, ie the corresponding stack. We follow the usual convention where
the same letter (eg S 2 SMfld) is used to denote a supermanifold S , its associated Lie
groupoid fS� Sg, and its underlying stack ŒfS� Sg�.
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2 Geometric power cooperations

In this section we construct and investigate geometric power cooperations with an
emphasis on the cooperations on moduli stacks of super tori. We establish compatibility
relations between these cooperations and also sketch the extension of the geometric
power cooperations to bordism categories.

2.1 Constructing geometric power (co)operations

Fix a model geometry M; see Section A.3. For a stack X , let M.X / be the stack on
the site of supermanifolds (see Remark A.23) whose value on a supermanifold S is the
groupoid M.X /.S/ with objects the set of correspondences

S  T ! X ;

Geometry & Topology, Volume 26 (2022)
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where T ! S is an S–family of supermanifolds with M–structure and T ! X is a
map of stacks. Morphisms in M.X /.S/ consist of diagrams

(6) S

T

T 0

X)

where T!T 0 is a fiberwise isometry of supermanifolds with M–structure, the left-hand
triangle strictly commutes, and the right-hand triangle 2–commutes. Given f W S! S 0,
the induced functor M.X /.S 0/!M.X /.S/ is given by pulling back T ! S 0 to S

along the given map f . This is well-defined since the condition on T ! S 0 is a
fiberwise condition.

Example 2.1 We are primarily interested in global quotient stacks. These are stacks
of the form X D ŒX ==G�, where X is a smooth manifold equipped with an action of a
finite group G. In this case, a map

S !M.ŒX ==G�/

is equivalent to an S–family T ! S of supermanifolds with M–structure and the
choice of a principal G–bundle E! T equipped with a G–equivariant map E!X .
Thus this data may be displayed as

S  T  E!X:

Assume another map S !M.ŒX ==G�/ is given by

S  T 0 E0!X:

An isomorphism in M.ŒX ==G�/.S/ corresponds to a fiberwise isometry f W T ! T 0 of
supermanifolds with M–structure and a choice of isomorphism of principal G–bundles
E Š f �E0 over T . This choice of isomorphism of principal G–bundles corresponds
to the 2–commutative triangle in diagram (6).

The disjoint union of S–families of supermanifolds with M–structure and the disjoint
union of morphisms promotes M.X / to a symmetric monoidal stack; see Definition 7.21
of [32] or Definition A.10 for the definition of a symmetric monoidal stack. Furthermore,
a map f W X ! Y of stacks induces a morphism f� WM.X /!M.Y/ of symmetric
monoidal stacks by postcomposition, and a 2–morphism f ) g between morphisms of
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stacks f;g W X ! Y gives a 2–morphism between f� and g� by composing the given
2–morphism f ) g with the identity 2–morphism on T ! X :

S T X Y+

f

g

When referring to objects in M.X / below, we will often drop the family parameter S

from the notation, writing T ! X for such an object, where T is an S–family of
supermanifolds with M–structure.

The geometric power cooperation will be defined as a push–pull construction for the
correspondence

X�n ==†n
�
 � .X�n

� n/ ==†n
ev
�! X ;

where � is induced by the projection n==†n!pt==†n, ev is the evaluation map, and we
recall that the quotients by †n are taken in the category of stacks; see Definition A.17.
Define a map of stacks

� !
WM.X�n ==†n/!M..X�n

� n/ ==†n/

that sends an object T ! X�n ==†n to the object zT ! .X�n � n/ ==†n characterized
by the diagram

zT

T

.X�n � n/ ==†n

X�n ==†n

n ==†n

pt ==†n

�

Both squares are 2–pullback squares and the projection n==†n!pt==†n is the universal
n–sheeted cover, where we identify †n with Aut.n/. Hence, zT is the 2–pullback of the
n–sheeted cover X�n � n ==†n! X�n ==†n along � . The value of � ! on morphisms
is similarly defined via pullback.

Definition 2.2 The nth geometric power cooperation on M.X / is the functor

Pn WM.X�n ==†n/!M.X /

defined by Pn WD ev�ı� !, the composition of the pullback along � and the pushforward
along the evaluation map ev.
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The above defines Pn as a functor between stacks up to unique isomorphism, since a
2–pullback is part of the construction of Pn; it also respects the monoidal structure.

Lemma 2.3 The geometric power cooperation Pn is symmetric monoidal.

Proof Suppose an isomorphism T Š T1qT2 witnesses T as a disjoint union. Then
this isomorphism pulls back to an isomorphism between covering spaces zT Š zT1q

zT2.
Similarly, isomorphisms between disjoint unions pullback to isomorphisms between
their covering spaces. Further, every cover of the empty set is the empty set and the
empty set is the unit of the symmetric monoidal structure.

2.2 Cover-closed substacks and moduli stacks of super tori

We will write M.�/ when viewing M as a 2–functor from the 2–category of stacks
to the 2–category of stacks on the site of supermanifolds as described in the previous
section. The geometric objects of interest for our main results are certain substacks
of M.�/, eg given by closed bordisms and disjoint unions of tori. In order for the
geometric power cooperation to restrict to a functor on these and other substacks, we
introduce a condition called cover closed, defined as follows.

Definition 2.4 We say that a sub-2–functor N.�/�M.�/ is cover closed if, for all
stacks X , N.X / is a symmetric monoidal substack of M.X / and, for every supermani-
fold S , any finite cover of an object in N.X /.S/ is also in N.X /.S/, ie if S T !X
is an object of N.X /.S/ then, for any finite-sheeted covering space zT ! T , we also
have that S  zT ! X is an object in N.X /.S/, where the maps to X and S come
from the compositions zT ! T ! X and zT ! T ! S .

Lemma 2.5 Geometric power cooperations Pn restrict to any cover closed N.�/�

M.�/, ie the diagram

N.X�n ==†n/
Pn
//

��

N.X /

��

M.X�n ==†n/
Pn
// M.X /

2–commutes.

Remark 2.6 The subcategory Bordd jı
c .X / � M.X / of closed bordisms with M–

structure is an example of a cover closed subcategory. With N.X /D Bordd jı
c .X / this

gives the first statement in Theorem A.
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From this point on, we shall assume that we are given a model geometry M whose
underlying model space is the supermanifold Rd jı and whose group of isometries
contains the standard translation group Ed that acts on Rd jı through the canonical
inclusion Ed ŠRd �Rd jı. Let LD Zd .

Definition 2.7 An S–family of based lattices is an inclusion ƒ W S �L ,! S �Ed of
abelian group objects in the category of supermanifolds over S with the property that
the induced map ƒ˝R W S �Rd ! S �Ed is an isomorphism.

Definition 2.8 For a model geometry as described above, an S–family of super tori is
a quotient of the form (S �Rd jı/=L, where L acts on S �Rd jı through an S–family
of based lattices ƒ W S �L ,! S �Ed � S �Ed jı . Let T

d jı
ƒ
! S denote the S–family

of super tori associated with an S–family of lattices.

Example A.25 explains why an S–family of super tori is an S–family of supermanifolds
with M–structure.

Definition 2.9 Let Ld jı.X / �M.X / denote the full substack of super tori over X .
Thus an object in Ld jı.X /.S/ locally has the structure of an S–family of super tori
with a map to X .

In Definition 2.8 L is required to act freely on S �Rd jı , so the stack Œ.S �Rd jı/ ==L�

is representable by the supermanifold .S �Rd jı/=L. Specifically, there is a canonical
equivalence

(7) Stack.Œ.S �Rd jı/ ==L�;X / � � Stack..S �Rd jı/=L;X /

induced by the quotient map of Lie groupoids

.S �Rd jı/ ==L! .S �Rd jı/=L:

There is also a zigzag of Lie groupoids

.S �Rd jı/=L � � .S �Rd jı/ ==L! .S �R0jı/ ==L

determining a map of stacks

(8) .S �Rd jı/=L! Œ.S �R0jı/ ==L�:

There is an important substack of Ld jı.X / consisting of families of super tori equipped
with certain degenerate maps T

d jı
ƒ
! X .
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Definition 2.10 Let Ld jı
0
.X /� Ld jı.X / denote the full substack of super tori over X

that are locally isomorphic to maps that factor through (8), namely as

.S �Rd jı/=L! Œ.S �R0jı/ ==L�! X :

Remark 2.11 We observe that the map

Œ.S �Rd jı/ ==L�! Œ.S �R0jı/ ==L�

is induced by the quotient by the (free) Ed –action on Rd jı. In this sense, Ld jı
0
.X / is

the substack of Ed invariant maps. Indeed, the notation comes from viewing Ld jı.X /
as a kind of d–fold free loop space with geometry and Ld jı

0
.X / as the subspace of

constant d–fold super loops.

Let Sym.Ld jı.X // and Sym.Ld jı
0
.X // denote the free symmetric monoidal stacks

on Ld jı.X / and on Ld jı
0
.X /, respectively; see Section A.2 for the construction of

symmetric powers and the free symmetric monoidal stack on a given stack. Following
Section A.2, let Symn.X /D X�n ==†n and let Sym�n.X / WD

`
i�n X�i ==†i .

Proposition 2.12 The stack Sym.Ld jı.X // is equivalent to the full substack of M.X /
with objects locally isomorphic to disjoint unions of S–families of super tori over X .

Proof Since Ld jı.X / �M.X / is a substack and M.X / is a symmetric monoidal
stack, the free-forgetful adjunction between stacks and symmetric monoidal stacks give
a canonical map

(9) Sym.Ld jı.X //!M.X /:

First we will prove that the essential image of (9) consists of objects locally isomorphic
to disjoint unions of S–families of super tori over X . The gluing data for such an
object consists of a permutation of components followed by a coproduct of isometries
of super tori. These are precisely the local isomorphisms in the source of (9).

To show that (9) is fully faithful, note that an isomorphism between objects locally
isomorphic to disjoint unions of S–families of super tori over X is a collection of
local isomorphisms. Again, these are determined by a permutation of the connected
components followed by an isometry over S . These are precisely the local isomorphisms
in the source of (9).
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Remark 2.13 In the remainder of the paper, we will identify Sym.Ld jı.X // with its
essential image in M.X / along the map in (9). This results in an equivalent category,
but this equivalence is not an equality: objects in Sym.Ld jı.X // over S come with a
(local) decomposition into a disjoint union of super tori, whereas the essential image in
M.X / consists of families of supermanifolds with M–structure for which there exists
such a local description as a disjoint union. For example, the target in Lemma 3.4 is an
object in M.X / that is in the essential image of Sym.Ld jı.X // but not in the image.

Corollary 2.14 For each stack X , the full substacks Sym.Ld jı.X // and Sym.Ld jı
0
.X //

of M.X / are cover closed.

Proof It suffices to check that the covering spaces of a connected super torus are
disjoint unions of super tori. Up to isomorphism, such covers are given by zT d jı

ƒ
Š`

k.S �Rd jı/=Lk for S–families of sublattices Lk � L.

As a consequence of Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.14, geometric power cooperations
restrict to give functors on moduli spaces of super tori:

Corollary 2.15 There is a commutative diagram

(10)

Sym.Ld jı
0
.X�n ==†n//

Pn
//

��

Sym.Ld jı
0
.X //

��

M.X�n ==†n/
Pn

// M.X /

and similarly for Ld jı.X�n ==†n/.

Since Pn is symmetric monoidal, it is determined by its value on connected tori, ie the
substack Ld jı

0
.X�n ==†n/� Sym.Ld jı

0
.X�n ==†n//. For later purposes, we record the

following result:

Lemma 2.16 The nth geometric power cooperation restricts to a functor

Pn W Ld jı
0
.X�n ==†n/! Sym�n.Ld jı

0
.X //;

and similarly for Ld jı.X�n ==†n/.

Proof By construction, the value of the nth geometric power cooperation on an object
in Ld jı

0
.X�n ==†n/.S/ has, locally in S , at most n components. Therefore, it takes

value in Sym�n.Ld jı
0
.X //.S/.
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2.3 Relations satisfied by the geometric power cooperations

Let N.�/ � M.�/ be a cover closed. In this section we show that the geometric
power cooperations satisfy the dual relations to the relations satisfied by the classical
power operations on an H1–ring spectrum. After taking functions, we will be able to
conclude that the geometric power operations satisfy the same relations as classical
power operations.

To describe these relations we will make use of a number of canonical maps between
symmetric powers of stacks, which are analogous to the maps between symmetric
powers of spectra introduced in [17, Section I.2]. Let j ; k � 0 and let

(11)

Symj .X /� Symk.X /
˛j ;k

// SymjCk.X /

X�j ==†j �X�k ==†k
�
// X�jCk == .†j �†k/ // X�jCk ==†jCk

be the map of stacks that is induced by the inclusion †j �†k �†jCk .

The inclusion †j o†k �†jk induces a map of stacks

(12)

Symj .Symk.X //
ˇj ;k

// Symjk.X /

.X�k ==†k/
�j ==†j

�
// X�jk == .†j o†k/ // X�jk ==†jk

The diagonal inclusion †k !†k �†k gives a map

(13)

Symk.X �Y/ ık
// Symk.X /� Symk.Y/

.X �Y/�k ==†k ' .X�k �Y�k/ ==†k
//
.X�k

�Y�k/ == .†k �†k/

' .X�k ==†k/� .Y�k ==†k/

To ease notation, we will occasionally omit the subscripts on the maps ˛, ˇ or ı.

The projection maps X �Y! X and X �Y! Y induce a map

(14) can WN.X �Y/!N.X /�N.Y/:

Finally, there is a fold map

(15) r WN.X /�N.X /!N.X /
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which sends a pair of S–points S T !X and S T 0!X to S .T qT 0/!X .
This is the symmetric monoidal structure on N.X /.

We will repeatedly use the next result.

Lemma 2.17 Suppose N.�/�M.�/ is cover closed. Consider a 2–pullback of stacks

Y 0 g
//

�1

��

X 0

�0

��

Y f
// X

where �0 is a finite cover; see Definition A.16. Then the diagram

N.Y/ f�
//

� !
1
��

N.X /

� !
0
��

N.Y 0/ g�
// N.X 0/

2–commutes.

Proof We may test this on S–points. Consider the 2–commuting diagram

zT //

��

Y 0

�1

��

g
// X 0

�0

��

S Too // Y f
// X

in which the two squares are 2–pullbacks. Then the outer rectangle is a 2–pullback as
well. This provides a natural isomorphism between � !

0
f�.S/ and g��

!
1
.S/.

Now we prove a sequence of lemmas describing how the geometric power cooperations
interact with the maps j̨ ;k , ǰ ;k and ık .

Lemma 2.18 Let X be a stack and let j ; k � 0. The diagram

N.Symj .X /� Symk.X //

N.˛j ;k/
��

can
// N.Symj .X //�N.Symk.X //

Pj� Pk
��

N.SymjCk.X //
PjCk

// N.X / N.X /�N.X /
r

oo

2–commutes.
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Proof There is a 2–pullback

.X�jCk � j C k/ == .†j �†k/
z̨
//

z�
��

.X�jCk � j C k/ ==†jCk

�
��

Symj .X /� Symk.X / ˛
// SymjCk.X /

The diagram of the lemma expands as

(16) N.SymjCk.X //

�!

��

N.Symj .X /�Symk.X //N.˛/
oo

z�!

��

can
// N.Symj .X //
�N.Symk.X //

�!��!

��

N..X�jCk�jCk/==†jCk/

ev�
**

N..X�jCk�jCk/==.†j�†k//
N.z̨/
oo

ev�

��

N..X�j
�j /==†j /

�N..X�k
�k/==†k/

ev��ev�
��

N.X / N.X /�N.X /r
oo

where Lemma 2.17 establishes 2–commutativity of the top left square, and the bottom
left triangle commutes by inspection. In order to show that the right-hand rectangle
2–commutes as well, we will introduce some auxiliary constructions. The covering z�
decomposes into a disjoint union

(17)

.X�j
�X�k

� j / ==†j �†k

q .X�j �X�k � k/ ==†j �†k

i1qi2

�
//

�1q�2

��

.X�jCk � j C k/ == .†j �†k/

z�

��

Symj .X /� Symk.X / D
// Symj .X /� Symk.X /

whose components fit into two 2–pullbacks

(18)

.X�j �X�k � j / ==†j �†k

p1
//

�1

��

.X�j � j / ==†j

�

��

Symj .X /� Symk.X / // Symj .X /

.X�j �X�k � k/ ==†j �†k

p2
//

�2

��

.X�k � k/ ==†k

�
��

Symj .X /� Symk.X / // Symk.X /
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The map �1 is given by

.X�j
�X�k

�j /==†j �†k ' .X�j
�j /==†j �X�k ==†k! Symj .X /�Symk.X /;

where the last map is induced by the j –fold cover, and similarly for �2. The unlabeled
bottom horizontal maps in (18) are the canonical projections onto the corresponding
factors. Write

Z1 D .X�j
�X�k

� j / ==†j �†k and Z2 D .X�j
�X�k

� k/ ==†j �†k :

Moreover, define zr to be the composite

zr D r ı ..i1/� � .i2/�/ WN.Z1/�N.Z2/!N..X�jCk
� j C k/ == .†j �†k//:

With this preparation, we can expand the right rectangle of (16) into a larger diagram

N.Symj .X /�Symk.X //

z� !

��

can
//

� !
1
�� !

2

))

N.Symj .X //
�N.Symk.X //

� !�� !

��

N..X�jCk�jCk/==.†j�†k//

ev�

��

N.Z1/�N.Z2/
zr

oo

ev��ev�

��

.p1/��.p2/�

''

N.X / N.X /�N.X /
r

oo
N..X�j

�j /==†j /

�N..X�k
�k/==†k/

ev��ev�
oo

The 2–commutativity of the top right quadrilateral follows from the two 2–pullbacks
of (18), while that of the top left triangle is a consequence of the decomposition in (17).
Finally, the bottom left square and bottom right triangle 2–commute by direct inspection,
thereby finishing the proof.

Lemma 2.19 For any stack X and any j ; k � 0, the diagram

N.Symj .Symk.X ///
Pj
//

N.ˇj ;k/
��

N.Symk.X //

Pk
��

N.Symjk X /
Pjk

// N.X /
2–commutes.

Proof The proof proceeds along the same lines as the previous one: we will decom-
pose the diagram in the statement according to the definition of the geometric power
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cooperation and then verify that each of the subdiagrams 2–commute. The expanded
diagram is

(19)

N.Symj .Symk.X /// � !
//

N.ˇ/

��

N
�
.Symk.X /�j�j /==†j

�
� !

��

ev�
// N.Symk.X //

� !

��

N
��
..X�k�k/==†k/

�j�j
�
==†j

�
N. ž/
��

ev�
// N..X�k�k/==†k/

ev�
��

N.Symjk.X // � !
// N..X�jk�j k/==†jk/

ev�
// N.X /

with the map ž yet to be constructed.

To this end, view j k as k�j , let j k!j be the resulting projection, and†k o†j!†jk

the canonical inclusion. The wreath product †k o†j acts on j through the projection
†k o†j !†j and the usual action of †j on j . These maps and actions assemble in
a diagram

..k ==†k/
�j � j / ==†j

//

��

j k == .†k o†j / //

��

j k ==†jk

��

..� ==†k/
�j � j / ==†j

//

��

j == .†k o†j /

��

.� ==†k/
�j ==†j

// � == .†k o†j / // � ==†jk

in which every rectangle is a 2–pullback. By using the 2-for-3 property of 2–pullbacks,
this diagram induces a 2–pullback diagram�

..X�k � k/ ==†k/
j � j

�
==†j

ž
//

�

��

.X�jk � j k/ ==†jk

�

��

.Symk.X /�j � j / ==†j

�
��

Symj .Symk.X // ˇ
// Symjk.X /

In particular, we have constructed the map ž and shown that the left rectangle in (19)
2–commutes.
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Similarly, one can construct a 2–pullback�
..X�k � k/ ==†k/

�j � j
�
==†j

ev
//

�

��

.X�k � k/ ==†k

�

��

.Symk.X /�j � j / ==†j ev
// Symk.X /

that witnesses the 2–commutativity of the right upper square in (19), while the proof
that the right bottom square 2–commutes is left to the reader.

Lemma 2.20 For stacks X ;Y and any j ; k � 0, the diagram

N.Symk.X�Y// Pk
//

N.ık/
��

N.X�Y/

��

N.Symk.X /�Symk.Y// can
// N.Symk.X //�N.Symk.Y// Pk� Pk

// N.X /�N.Y/

2–commutes.

Proof The proof is similar to the arguments used in the previous two lemmas; we
omit the details. The key observation is that there exist two 2–pullbacks

.X�k �Y�k � k/ ==†k

zp
//

�
��

.X�k � k/ ==†k

�
��

Symk.X �Y/ p
// Symk.X /

.X�k �Y�k � k/ ==†k

zp
//

�
��

.Y�k � k/ ==†k

�
��

Symk.X �Y/ p
// Symk.Y/

This allows us to check that the expanded diagram

N.Symk.X�Y// � !
//

N.ı/

ww
N.p/�N.p/
��

N..X��Y�k�k/==†k/

N. zp/�N. zp/
��

ev�
// N.X�Y/

can
��

N
�
Symk.X /
�Symk.Y/

� can
//
N.Symk.X //
�N.Symk.Y//

� !�� !
//
N..X�k

�k/==†k/

�N..Y�k
�k/==†k/

ev��ev�
//
N.X /
�N.Y/

2–commutes, using that the 2–commutativity of the subdiagrams can be established for
each of the two factors individually.
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Remark 2.21 Each of the last three lemmas also admits a proof using S–points. To
prove these results using S–points, one needs an S–point description of each of the
maps N. j̨ ;k/, N. ǰ ;k/ and N.ık/. For instance, in the case of N. j̨ ;k/, a pair

S  T ! Symj .X /; S  T 0! Symk.X /;

corresponding to a j –fold cover zT of T equipped with a †j –equivariant map zT !X j

and a k–fold cover zT 0 of T 0 equipped with a †j –equivariant map zT 0! X k , is sent to
the jCk–fold cover zT q zT 0 and the †jCk–equivariant map zT q zT 0! X jCk .

Remark 2.22 Lemmas 2.18–2.20 may be formalized to give axioms for a notion of
abstract power cooperation on functors from orbifolds to a category with finite products
equipped with a “fold” map as in (15). These axioms are dual to the usual axioms for
an H1–ring spectrum.

2.4 Geometric power operations

The geometric power operation is the operation given by applying multiplicative func-
tions to the geometric power cooperation. In this subsection, we define the geometric
power operation and describe its first properties.

Definition 2.23 A function on a stack is a morphism to the sheaf C1.�/ of C–
valued smooth functions on the site of supermanifolds. A function on a symmetric
monoidal stack is multiplicative if this morphism is symmetric monoidal, where we
take multiplication of functions as a symmetric monoidal structure on C1.�/.

Applying this to N.X /, for N.�/�M.�/ cover closed, a function f 2 C1.N.X //
is multiplicative if

f .T ! X /D f .T1! X / �f .T2! X / 2 C1.S/

for any S , where T is related to T1 and T2 via an isomorphism in N.X /.S/ of the form

S

T1qT2

T

X)Š

We denote the ring of these multiplicative functions by C1˝ .N.X //� C1.N.X //.
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Since the pushforward along a smooth map X!Y gives a symmetric monoidal functor
N.X /!N.Y/, the induced map on functions preserves the subset of multiplicative
functions. The geometric power cooperation Pn is symmetric monoidal by Lemma 2.3.
Thus we may make the following definition:

Definition 2.24 The nth geometric power operation Pn is the map induced by Pn on
multiplicative functions,

Pn WD P�n W C
1
˝ .N.X //! C1˝ .N.X�n ==†n//:

Next we define the concordance relation on functions.

Definition 2.25 Two functions f0; f1 2 C1.N.X // are concordant if there exists a
function f 2 C1.N.X �R// such that the restrictions along i0; i1 W X ,! X �R to
0; 1 2R satisfy

i�0 f D f0 and i�1 f D f1:

Concordance defines an equivalence relation (see eg [32, Section 1]), and equivalence
classes are called concordance classes of functions.

Lemma 2.26 The nth geometric power operation descends to a map on concordance
classes.

Proof Naturality of the construction of Pn gives the commuting square on the left

C1˝ .N.X �R// C1˝
�
N..X �R/�n ==†n/

�
C1˝ .N.X // C1˝ .N.X�n ==†n//

C1˝ .N.X�n ==†n �R//

Pn

Pn

j�
0
;j�

1
i�
0
;i�

1

��

i�
0
;i�

1

where j0; j1 W X�n ==†n! .X �R/�n ==†n respectively include at .0; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2Rn

and .1; 1; : : : ; 1/ 2Rn. The triangle on the right commutes because j0 and j1 factor
through the map � W .X�n == †n/ �R! .X �R/�n == †n induced by the diagonal
R!Rn. In particular, this diagram sends a concordance f 2C1˝ .N.X �R// between
functions f0; f1 2 C1˝ .N.X // to a concordance ��Pn.f / 2 C1˝ .N.X�n ==†n�R//

between functions Pn.f0/;Pn.f1/ 2 C1˝ .N.X�n == †n//. Therefore the geometric
power operation preserves concordance, so is well-defined on concordance classes of
functions.
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Our next goal is to show that the geometric power operation restricts to functions on
moduli stacks of super tori. We start with the following lemma, which is a consequence
of the definition of a free symmetric monoidal stack; see Definition A.17.

Lemma 2.27 For any stack X , restriction of functions induces natural isomorphisms

C1˝ .Sym.Ld jı.X ///ŠC1.Ld jı.X // and C1˝ .Sym.L
d jı
0
.X ///ŠC1.Ld jı

0
.X //:

Applying C1˝ .�/ to the restriction of the geometric power cooperation of (10), the
nth geometric power operation gives a map

(20) C1˝ .Sym.Ld jı.X ///! C1˝
�
Sym.Ld jı.X�n ==†n//

�
:

By Lemma 2.27, the multiplicative functions on the source and on the target are
determined by their restriction to Ld jı.X /. From Corollary 2.15, we thus obtain:

Proposition 2.28 For any stack X , the nth geometric power operation restricts to
functions on moduli spaces of super tori , ie the following diagram commutes:

C1˝ .M.X // Pn
//

��

C1˝ .M.X�n ==†n//

��

C1.Ld jı.X // Pn
// C1.Ld jı.X�n ==†n//

We emphasize that Pn usually does not respect addition of functions, so it is not a map
of algebras.

Finally, we will use the results of Section 2.3 to deduce relations among geometric
power operations analogous to the relations afforded by homotopical power operations.
Applying N.�/ to the functions of stacks (11), (12) and (13) induces maps on functions,
which we will denote by ˛�, ˇ� and ı�, respectively. With this notation, we obtain the
following relations for the geometric power operations.

Proposition 2.29 Let j ; k � 0 be integers , X and Y stacks , and let N.�/�M.�/ be
cover closed. For x 2 C1˝ .N.X // and y 2 C1˝ .N.Y//, we have

(i) ˛�PjCk.x/D Pj .x/Pk.x/ 2 C1˝
�
N.Symj .X /� Symk.X //

�
,

(ii) ˇ�Pjk.x/D Pj .Pk.x// 2 C1˝ .N.Sym
j .Symk.X ////,

(iii) ı�.Pk.x/Pk.y//D Pk.xy/ 2 C1˝
�
N.Symk.X �Y//

�
.

Proof The relations follow immediately from Lemmas 2.18–2.20 by passing to multi-
plicative functions.
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In the situation of Proposition 2.29, we say that the collection fPkgk�0 is a consistent
set of geometric power operations. This is in analogy to the terminology used in
[17, Chapter VIII, Section 1], where it is shown that the data of a consistent set of
power operations for a ring spectrum E is equivalent to the data of an H 0

1–structure
on E; see Proposition 1.2 in [17, Chapter VIII].

2.5 Extension to bordism categories

In this section, we sketch the construction of geometric power cooperations on bordism
categories as in (1), following the discussion in Section 1.

Ignoring some important technical details, we recall that Stolz and Teichner define
an S–family of geometric bordisms over X to be a triple consisting of: (i) a proper
S–family B! S of d jı–dimensional supermanifolds with M–structure, (ii) a map
of stacks � W B ! X , and (iii) incoming and outgoing boundary data specified by
.d�1/jı–dimensional supermanifolds Yin tYout D @B ,! B over S . The M–structure
determines the super dimension d jı of the bordisms B. The geometric bordism category
is a category internal to symmetric monoidal stacks, Bordd jı.X /, whose morphism
stack is given by the above triples and whose object stack is given by S–families of
supermanifolds Y ! S equipped with a collar; see [48, Definitions 2.13, 2.21, 2.46
and 4.4] in the case X D pt.

The construction of the geometric power cooperation

Pn W Bordd jı.X�n ==†n/! Bordd jı.X /

should proceed as follows. Given an S–family of bordisms over X�n ==†n, pulling
back the universal n–sheeted covering .X�n�n/==†n!X�n==†n and postcomposing
with the evaluation map to X yields a bordism z� W zB! X with incoming and outgoing
boundary zYin t zYout ,! zB, summarized by the 2–commuting diagram

(21)

zB .X�n � n/ ==†n

B X�n ==†n

X

Yin tYout

zYin t zYout

�

ev

z�

The operation is well-defined on geometric bordisms: if YintYout comprise the boundary
of B, zYin t zYout is the boundary of zB; and if B is equipped with a model geometry,
zB has a uniquely determined model geometry; see Remark A.22. Furthermore, the
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operation is symmetric monoidal: a cover of a disjoint union is canonically isomorphic
to a disjoint union of covers.

To extend the above sketch to the asserted power cooperation on geometric bordism
categories Pn W Bordd jı.X�n == †n/! Bordd jı.X /, one encounters a problem: the
structure maps (source, target, unit and composition) in Stolz and Teichner’s definition
of geometric bordism category are required to satisfy certain strict conditions. For
example, composition is defined on the strict fibered product of morphisms over
objects [48, page 20], and a functor between bordism categories is required to be
strictly compatible with source and target maps [48, Definition 2.18]. Because the
construction of Pn requires 2–pullbacks in stacks, composition in Bordd jı.X�n ==†n/

and Bordd jı.X / cannot be made strictly compatible with Pn. Geometrically, this is
because the n–fold cover of a boundary is canonically isomorphic (but not equal) to
the boundary of an n–fold cover. Hence, the power cooperation only determines a map
between the 2–fibered products defining composition, not the strict ones as required
in [48, Definition 2.18]. For the same geometric reason, Pn cannot be made strictly
compatible with source and target maps. However, we expect that a weakening of
Stolz and Teichner’s definition leads to a closely related geometric bordism category
on which the power cooperation is defined.

There is an unambiguous piece of this proposed extension of Stolz and Teichner’s
definition, namely the subcategory of closed bordisms, Bordd jı

c .X /. The subtleties
described above disappear on this subcategory, eg composing along the empty bordism
is the same as the disjoint union. The sketch of Pn in diagram (21) restricted to
Bordd jı

c .X / is then equivalent to the definition of Pn given earlier in the section.

3 Computing geometric power operations using an atlas

In this section, we provide tools for calculating the geometric power operations. We
will apply these in the subsequent sections to complexified equivariant K–theory and
complexified equivariant elliptic cohomology. We specialize to a global quotient stack
X D ŒX ==G]. The primary goal of this section is to describe an atlas for the stack
Ld jı

0
.X ==G/ and produce a map of atlases covering the geometric power cooperation

Pn W Sym
�
Ld jı

0
..X ==G/�n ==†n/

�
! Sym.Ld jı

0
.X ==G//:

We will use this map of atlases to give explicit formulas for the geometric power
operations in the cases of interest.
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3.1 Super tori over X ==G

The goal of this section is to gain an understanding of the local structure of the stacks
Ld jı.X ==G/ and Ld jı

0
.X ==G/.

Let S be a supermanifold. The 2–functor from the 2–category of Lie groupoids to the
2–category of stacks gives a morphism of groupoids

(22) Grpd..S �Rd jı/ ==L;X ==G/! Stack..S �Rd jı/=L; ŒX ==G�/;

which sends the groupoid of functors between Lie groupoids to the groupoid of maps
between their corresponding stacks (see Example A.11); here we have also used the
equivalence of stacks .S �Rd jı/=L' Œ.S �Rd jı/ ==L� from (7).

Lemma 3.1 Locally in S , the functor (22) is an equivalence of groupoids.

Proof The functor (22) admits an explicit description. An object in the source groupoid
is a pair of maps

.�ob W S �Rd jı
!X; �mor W S �Rd jı

�L!X �G/

that fit together to define a functor between Lie groupoids. Similarly to Example 2.1,
the image under (22) is the “bundlization” of a functor between Lie groupoids, which in
this case is a principal G–bundle over .S �Rd jı/=L with a G–equivariant map to X ,

(23) .S �Rd jı/=L .S �Rd jı
�G/=L!X:

The left arrow is the obvious projection, whereas the right arrow comes from the
L–equivariant map

S �Rd jı �G
�ob�idG

// X �G
act

// X

for the trivial L–action on X and the L–action on the trivial G–bundle from

S �Rd jı
�L!X �G!G

covering the L–action on S �Rd jı. See for instance [41, Examples 16 and 17] for
details.

We must show that the functor (22) is locally fully faithful and essentially surjective. It
follows from the definition of a map of bibundles (see [41, Definition 20]) that the map
is fully faithful (for all S ).
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To see that it is essentially surjective we will need to work locally in S . Given an
arbitrary principal G–bundle P ! .S �Rd jı/=L, there exists an open cover .Si/ of S

such that P jSi
' .Si �Rd jı �G/=L, ie it is of the form (23). Hence the asserted

functor is essentially surjective locally in S .

Precomposition with the quotient map

.S �Rd jı/ ==L! ..S �Rd jı/=Ed / ==LŠ .S �R0jı/ ==L

gives a functor

Grpd..S �R0jı/ ==L;X ==G/! Grpd..S �Rd jı/ ==L;X ==G/:

By taking Ed –invariant maps (see Definition 2.10 and Remark 2.11) in (22), we have
the following corollary of Lemma 3.1.

Corollary 3.2 Locally in S , the functor (22) induces an equivalence of groupoids

Grpd..S �R0jı/ ==L;X ==G/ ��! Stack.Œ.S �R0jı/ ==L�; ŒX ==G�/:

Below we will make use of the equivalences of stacks (induced by equivalences of Lie
groupoids)

(24)
.X ==G/�n ==†n 'X�n ==G o†n;

..X ==G/�n
� n/ ==†n ' .X

�n
� n/ ==G o†n;

which identify a G�n–bundle over a †n–bundle over S with a G o†n–bundle over S .
Let .x1; : : : ;xn; i/ 2 X n � n and write .g1; : : : ;gn; �/ 2 G o†n for g1; : : : ;gn 2 G

and � 2†n D Aut.n/. The right action of G o†n on X�n � n is given by

.x1; : : : ;xn; i/� .g1; : : : ;gn; �/ 7! .x�.1/g1; : : : ;x�.n/gn; �/:

Lemma 3.3 The evaluation map .X�n � n/ ==G o†n
ev
�! X ==G is the map of Lie

groupoids

X�n � n�G o†n X �G

X�n � n X

evmor

s;t s;t

evob

given by the maps on objects and morphisms

evob W .x1; : : : ;xn; i/ 7!xi and evmor W .x1; : : : ;xn; i;g1; : : : ;gn; �/ 7! .xi ;g��1.i//

for .x1; : : : ;xn/ 2X�n, i 2 n, .g1; : : : ;gn/ 2G�n and � 2†n.
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Proof Using (24), there is an equivalence

Grpd†n
.Map.n;X ==G/� n;X ==G/' Grpd..X�n

� n/ ==G o†n;X ==G/

when the †n–action on X ==G is trivial. The adjunction between internal hom and
product gives an equivalence of groupoids

Grpd†n
.Map.n;X ==G/;Map.n;X ==G//' Grpd†n

.Map.n;X ==G/� n;X ==G/;

where Grpd†n
is the category of Lie groupoid with a (strict) †n–action. Under this

equivalence, the identity map on the left is sent to the evaluation map.

To verify that the formula is correct, note that removing the symmetric group action gives
the well-known formula for the evaluation map. This determines the †n–equivariant
evaluation map, and it is easy to check that this gives a well-defined map of Lie
groupoids.

It will be useful to have an explicit local formula for � !. Consider a map of Lie
groupoids

T 2 Grpd..S �Rd jı/ ==L;X�n ==G o†n/:

We define � !T to be the map of groupoids induced by the pullback of Lie groupoids
(the pullback of supermanifolds on the level of objects and morphisms)

(25)

.S �Rd jı � n/ ==L .X�n � n/ ==G o†n

.S �Rd jı/ ==L X�n ==G o†n

� !T

T

In the pullback, the L–action on n is through the composition of group homomorphisms
S �L!G o†n!†n coming from the map T .

The pullback above decomposes according to the action of L.

Lemma 3.4 Let n D
`

Ik be the decomposition of n into transitive L–sets and let
Lk � L be the stabilizer of an element in Ik . Given choices of elements ik 2 Ik for
all k, there is an equivalence of Lie groupoidsa

k

.S �Rd jı/ ==Lk
��! .S �Rd jı

� n/ ==L:

Proof The desired equivalence is a composite of two equivalences,a
k

.S �Rd jı/ ==Lk
�Ü

a
k

.S �Rd jı
� Ik/ ==L ��! .S �Rd jı

� n/ ==L:
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The solid arrow on the right is an isomorphism of Lie groupoids (a diffeomorphism on
both objects and morphisms). The dashed arrow depends on the choice of elements
ik 2 Ik for all k, defining inclusions on objects

S �Rd jı
Š S �Rd jı

� fikg ,! S �Rd jı
� Ik ;

and similar inclusions on morphisms, using that for each k, Lk � L is a sublattice.
Since the L–action is transitive on Ik , this dashed arrow is fully faithful and essentially
surjective, verifying the lemma.

As the notation suggests, Œ� !T � is a 2–pullback, as we will verify in the next lemma.

Lemma 3.5 The map of stacks Œ� !T �2 Stack
�
Œ.S�Rd jı�n/==L�; ŒX�n�n==G o†n�

�
is a 2–pullback of � along ŒT �.

Proof After applying Œ�� to (25), both the top left and bottom left stacks are rep-
resentable, so, after applying Lemma 3.4, we get a 2–commuting diagram of stacks

(26)

`
k.S �Rd jı/=Lk Œ.X�n � n/ ==G o†n�

.S �Rd jı/=L ŒX�n ==G o†n�

Œ� !T �

ŒT �

Since � is a finite cover (Definition A.16), the 2–pullback of � along ŒT � is representable
by a finite cover E of .S �Rd jı/=L. By the universal property of the 2–pullback, there
is a canonical map of n–fold coversa

k

.S �Rd jı/=Lk !E

over .S �Rd jı/=L. It suffices to check that this is an isomorphism. But this can be
seen by pulling back to the universal cover S �Rd jı! .S �Rd jı/=L.

3.2 An atlas for Ld jı

0
.X ==G /

Suppose we are given a geometric stack Z and an atlas U ! Z; see Section A.2 for
a quick review of geometric stacks. Then the set of functions on Z, in the sense of
Definition 2.23, can be identified with the set of smooth functions f 2 C1.U / such
that s�f D t�f , where the atlas U ! Z determines a groupoid presentation with
source and target maps s and t , respectively; see (78) in Section A.2. With this in
mind, we will construct an atlas for Ld jı

0
.X ==G/ so that we can compute the effect of

geometric power operations on functions.
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Recall that LD Zd . We define a map

(27) U.X ==G/ WD Lat�
a

h2Hom.L;G/

Map.R0jı;X im h/! Ld jı
0
.X ==G/;

where Lat is the manifold of based oriented lattices (a lattice with a choice of ordered
basis that is positively oriented) in Rd �Rd jı, h W L!G is a group homomorphism,
X im h �X is the fixed-point set of the image of h, and Map is the mapping supermani-
fold; see Section A.2. To an S–point of U.X ==G/, we associate the S–family of super
tori .S �Rd jı/=L with lattices coming from the corresponding S–point of Lat, and
the map of stacks .S �Rd jı/=L! ŒX ==G� associated to the homomorphism of Lie
groupoids

.S �Rd jı/ ==L! .S �R0jı/ ==L!X ==G

that on objects is the composite map S �Rd jı ! S �R0jı ! X im h ,! X , and on
morphisms is determined by S �L! L

h
�!G, where the first map is the projection.

The construction of the image of this assignment can thus be displayed as

S �Rd jı �L

����

// S �X �L // X �L // X �G

����

S �Rd jı

��

// S �R0jı // X im h // X

��

S T
d jı
ƒ

oo // X ==G

Proposition 3.6 The map (27) is an atlas for Ld jı
0
.X ==G/.

Proof We will verify the conditions for an atlas given in Proposition A.15.

First we show that U.X ==G/! Ld jı
0
.X ==G/ is an epimorphism. Fix an S–point of

Ld jı
0
.X ==G/. By Corollary 3.2, there exists an open cover .Si/ of S (which determines

a surjective submersion
`

i Si! S) over which the given S–point is determined by
the data of an Si–family of based oriented lattices ƒi WSi�L!Si�Ed jı and functors
between Lie groupoids Si�R0jı ==L!X ==G for each i . Fixing Si , the functor is then
given by a pair .�ob; �mor/, where �ob W Si �R0jı!X and �mor W Si �R0jı �L!G.
Because G is discrete, the map �mor necessarily factors through Si �L, and we use the
same notation �mor W Si �L!G for this map. For the data �mor and �ob to determine
a functor, �mor must be an Si–family of homomorphisms and .�ob; �mor/ must be
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determined by an Si–point of
`

h Map.R0jı;X im h/. We have produced a surjective
submersion

`
i Si ! S that factors through the proposed atlas, and hence the map

U.X ==G/! Ld jı
0
.X ==G/ is an epimorphism.

It remains to show that U.X ==G/�Ld jı

0
.X ==G/ U.X ==G/ is representable and that the

projection maps are submersions. An S–point of the 2–pullback U.X ==G/�Ld jı

0
.X ==G/

U.X ==G/ consists of a pair of S–points of U.X ==G/ and an isomorphism between
the corresponding objects over S in the stack Ld jı

0
.X ==G/. Hence, an S–point of the

2–pullback is a pair of S–points related by an isomorphism determined by .f;g/ in
the diagram

(28)
S �Rd jı Œ.S �R0jı/ ==L�S �Rd jı=L

S �Rd jı=LS �Rd jı Œ.S �R0jı/ ==L�

ŒX ==G�f Šzf

Œ��

Œ�0�

g )

where the objects are specified in terms of functors �; �0 as in the previous paragraph.
We can lift the isometry f W .S �Rd jı/=L! .S �Rd jı/=L to a map between universal
covers, determining zf 2 Iso.Rd jı/.S/, which commutes with the L action relative to a
family of homomorphisms  WS!SLd .Z/. The datum g pulls back to an isomorphism
between trivial G–bundles, ie a map S �Rd jı! S �R0jı!G, which (because G is
discrete) is determined by a map zg W S !G. Finally, triples . zf ; ; zg/ and . zf 0;  0; zg0/
determine the same isomorphism if they differ by the action of S �L for the subgroup

S �L! S � Iso.Rd jı/�G �SLd .Z/;

which includes S �L along .ƒ; �mor/ W S �L! S � Iso.Rd jı/�G. This identifies an
S–point of the 2–pullback with the quotient

U.X ==G/�Ld jı

0
.X ==G/

U.X ==G/' .U.X ==G/� Iso.Rd jı/�G �SLd .Z//=L

of a representable stack by a free L–action, hence the 2–pullback is representable. The
maps to U.X ==G/ are determined by the projection and action of the bundle of groups
on the atlas, both of which are submersions. Hence, (27) determines an atlas.

3.3 Computing power operations using an atlas

Recall from (24) that we have natural equivalences .X ==G/�n ==†n 'X�n ==G o†n.
We will construct a map zPn between atlases covering the geometric power cooperation,
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as displayed in the diagram

(29)

U.X�n ==G o†n/
zPn

//

��

`
t�n U.X ==G/�t

��

Ld jı
0
.X�n ==G o†n/

Pn
// Sym�n.Ld jı

0
.X ==G//

Here, the bottom horizontal map is the restriction of the nth geometric power coopera-
tion as exhibited in Lemma 2.16, while the atlas U.X�n==Go†n/ of Ld jı

0
.X�n==Go†n/

was constructed in Proposition 3.6. It is a consequence of Lemma A.18 that the right
vertical map provides an atlas for Sym�n.Ld jı

0
.X ==G//.

Our goal in this section is to construct the map zPn (see Definition 3.9) and to then
show in Theorem 3.10 that it makes diagram (29) 2–commute. In later sections, we
will use this explicit description of zPn to provide a formula for the geometric power
operation in special cases.

We recall some notation from the previous sections. Recall that LD Zd , and assume
without loss of generality that S is connected. An S–point of the source supermanifold
of zPn is a triple

(30) .ƒ W S �Zd
!Rd ; h W L!G o†n; � W S �R0jı

! .X�n/im h/;

where the first term is an S–family of oriented lattices, the second term is a group
homomorphism, and the third term is a map to the fixed points. Let nD

`
k2K Ik be

the decomposition of n into transitive L–sets for the action given by the composition
L!G o†n!†nDAut.n/. We use the notation†Ik

<†n for the subset of bijections
n! n that are the identity on the complement of Ik � n. The homomorphism h can
then be factored as Q

k2K G o†Ik

��

L

99

h
// G o†n

Let Lk � LD Zd denote the sublattice that is the kernel of the composition

L!G o†Ik
!†Ik

;

ie the stabilizer of any element of Ik � n. In light of the exact sequence

G�jIk j!G o†Ik
!†Ik

;
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we get a commutative diagram (in which the diagonal arrow is not necessarily h)

Lk
//

��

G�jIk j

��

L //

##

G o†Ik

��

G o†n

To construct zPn, we make a number of choices. For each k 2 K fix an element
ik 2 Ik and for each sublattice L0 � L, choose a basis L0 Š L with the property that
the composite LŠ L0 � L is orientation-preserving, ie has positive determinant. In
particular, we have chosen a basis Lk Š L, and the composite

(31) MLk
W LŠ Lk � LŠ L

is a d � d matrix with integer entries and positive determinant, MLk
2M det>0

d�d
.Z/.

Further, define hk W L!G to be the composite

(32) hk W LŠ Lk !G�jIk j
�ik
�!G;

where �ik
is the projection onto the i th

k
factor. Note that different choices of projection

lead to G–conjugate maps hk W L ! G. The proof of the next lemma is deferred
to Appendix B. When d D 1, it can be deduced from Ganter [24, Theorem 4.3] by
restricting her description of the loop space of X�n ==G o†n to constant loops.

Lemma 3.7 There is a commutative diagram

.X�n/im h //

Š

��

X�n

�ik

��Q
k2K X im hk

�ik
// X im hk // X

where the maps hk from (32) and the isomorphism .X�n/im h Š
�!

Q
k2K X im hk

depend on the choice of ik 2 Ik for each k 2K.

Making use of this lemma, we obtain the map

(33) �k W S �R0jı �
�! .X�n/im h

Š

Y
k2K

X im hk
�ik
�!X im hk :
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Remark 3.8 Assume that i 0
k
2 Ik differs from ik and that h0

k
and � 0

k
are the maps

described above, built from the choice of i 0
k

. Then there exists a g 2G that conjugates
hk to h0

k
, and the action of g on X sends �k to � 0

k
.

Definition 3.9 Assume without loss of generality that S is connected. Define the map
zPn W U.X�n==G o†n/!

`
t�n U.X ==G/�t on an S–point of the source (30) to be the

S–point of the target given by the tuple

(34) .ƒıMLk
WS�L!Rd ; hk WL!G; �k WS�R0jı

!X im hk /k2K 2U.X==G/�jK j

using equations (31), (32) and (33).

Theorem 3.10 There is a 2–commutative diagram of stacks

(35)

U.X�n ==G o†n/
zPn

//

p
��

`
t�n U.X ==G/�t

q
��

Ld jı
0
.X�n ==G o†n/

Pn
// Sym�n.Ld jı

0
.X ==G//

Proof By construction, an S–point of an atlas as in (27) gives rise to an S–point of
Ld jı

0
.X ==G/ coming from a map of Lie groupoids. Since Pn sends an S–point coming

from a map of Lie groupoids to an S–point coming from a map of Lie groupoids, it
suffices to work with Lie groupoids in this proof.

We start with the S–point of U.X�n ==G o†n/ given by the triple

(36) .ƒ; h; �/D .ƒ W S �L!Rd ; h W L!G o†n; � W S �R0jı
! .X�n/im h/:

Its image under p is the S–point of Ld jı
0
.X�n ==G o†n/ determined by the map of Lie

groupoids � D p.ƒ; h; �/ W S �Rd jı ==L! X�n ==G o†n. Making use of (34), we
have

zPn.ƒ; h; �/D .ƒ ıMLk
; hk ; �k/k2K :

Let
`

k �k D
`

k q.ƒ ıMLk
; hk ; �k/ W

`
k.S �Rd jı/ ==L!X ==G.

We wish to produce an equivalence of Lie groupoids making a commutative diagram

(37)

a
k

.S �Rd jı/ ==L

`
k �k &&

�
// .S �Rd jı � n/ ==L

Pn.�/
xx

X ==G
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The equivalence in question is given by the string of equivalences of Lie groupoids

(38)
a
k

.S �Rd jı/ ==L ��!

a
k

.S �Rd jı/ ==Lk
��! .S �Rd jı

� n/ ==L:

The first equivalence makes use of the chosen isomorphisms Lk Š L and the second
equivalence is the equivalence of Lemma 3.4.

We have explicit formulas for each map of Lie groupoids in (37). Lemma 3.4 gives
a formula for the equivalence. The definition of the atlas (27) gives a formula for �
and �k . Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 together with (25) give a formula for Pn.�/.

To check that (37) commutes on the objects of the Lie groupoids, fix k 2K and consider
the composite

S �Rd jı ,! S �Rd jı
� n!X�n

� n
ev
�!X;

where the first arrow is the inclusion at ik 2 Ik � n, the second arrow comes from the
pullback in the definition of Pn, and the third arrow is the evaluation map. The formula
for this evaluation map in Lemma 3.3 shows that the composition is equal to

S �Rd jı
! S �R0jı �

�!X�n
�ik
�!X;

where the first map is the projection to R0jı , and �ik
is the projection to the i th

k
factor.

To check that (37) commutes on morphisms, note that the composite

L
MLk
��! L

h
�!G o†n

pik
�!G;

where pik
is the projection onto the i th

k
factor of G (pik

is not a group homomorphism
unless nD 1 or G is trivial), is identical to hk .

Finally, note that the construction of the equivalence in (38) is natural in S .

3.4 Adams operations on stacks of super tori

Super tori have canonical connected coverings associated with the sublattices of the form
nƒ WS�L!S�Ed for n2N, corresponding to multiplication ofƒ WS�L!S�Ed

by n. For an S–family of super tori over X , we get a canonical nd –fold covering space,

(39) T
d jı
nƒ
! T

d jı
ƒ
! X ;

and the composition gives a new (connected) super torus over X .
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Definition 3.11 The nth geometric Adams cooperation on super tori is the functor

(40) ‰n W Ld jı
0
.X /! Ld jı

0
.X /

that associates to an S–point of the source its canonical nd –fold covering space (39).
To a morphism given by a triangle as on the right in the diagram below, the Adams
operation assigns the canonical map between covers

T
d jı
nƒ

T
d jı
ƒ

T
d jı
nƒ0

T
d jı
ƒ0

Xzf f

�

�0

)

The geometric Adams cooperation can be recovered from the geometric power cooper-
ation. We will construct a map

�nd W Ld jı
0
.X ==G/! Ld jı

0
.X�nd ==G o†nd /:

Take an S–point of Ld jı.X ==G/,

.S �Rd jı/ ==L! .S �R0jı/ ==L!X ==G;

determined by the map of supermanifolds s W S �R0jı ! X and the map of groups
h WL!G. The image of this S–point under �nd is given by the map of supermanifolds
obtained by composing with the diagonal,

S �R0jı
!X !X�n;

together with the map of groups

L
.h;t/
��!G �†nd ,!G o†nd ;

where t W L! L=nL ,! †nd is the composite of the quotient map with the Cayley
embedding, following [8, proof of Proposition 2.9]. By construction, the kernel of
the composite with the quotient map G o†nd ! †nd is nL. It is easy to verify the
following proposition.

Proposition 3.12 There is an isomorphism of maps of stacks

Pnd ı �nd Š‰n:

It is also possible to construct a map of atlases

z‰n W Lat�
a

hWL!G

Map.R0jı;X im h/! Lat�
a

hWL!G

Map.R0jı;X im h/
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covering the Adams operation. We will produce this as a product of maps. The map
Lat! Lat sends an oriented based lattice L!Rd to the composite L

�n
�! L!Rd .

We define a map a
hWL!G

Map.R0jı;X im h/!
a

hWL!G

Map.R0jı;X im h/

by sending the component corresponding to h to the component corresponding to
h ı n W L

�n
�! L

h
�!G and using the map

Map.R0jı;X im h/!Map.R0jı;X im.hın//

induced by the inclusion X im h ,!X im.hın/. The proof of the following proposition is
then similar to the proof of Theorem 3.10.

Proposition 3.13 There is a 2–commutative diagram of stacks

U.X ==G/
z‰n

//

��

U.X ==G/

��

Ld jı
0
.X ==G/

‰n
// Ld jı

0
.X ==G/

4 Power operations in complexified K–theory

In this section we study L1j1
0
.X ==G/, the moduli stack of constant super loops in X ==G.

Functions on L1j1
0
.X ==G/ give a cocycle model for the complexified G–equivariant

K–theory of X ; see [11]. This allows us to compare the classical power operations on
KG.X / with the geometric power cooperation on L1j1

0
.X ==G/ introduced in Section 2.

We will assume X is a smooth compact G–manifold in this section. This guarantees two
things. First, KG.X / can be computed as the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional
G–equivariant complex vector bundles on X . Second, the complexification C˝K.X /
is canonically isomorphic to the 2–periodic de Rham cohomology of X with complex
coefficients via the Chern character. There is a similar description, due to Atiyah and
Segal in [5], of the complexification of the G–equivariant K–theory of X .

4.1 Power operations in K–theory

We start with a quick review of the classical power operations; the standard reference
is [3].
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Let VectG.X / denote the groupoid whose objects are finite-dimensional G–equivariant
complex vector bundles on X and whose morphisms are isomorphisms of G–equivariant
vector bundles. The Grothendieck group of VectG.X / is the G–equivariant complex
K–theory of X , denoted by KG.X /. The classical power operations in K–theory come
from the nth external power of a G–equivariant vector bundle V !X ,

(41) VectG.X /! VectGo†n
.X�n/; .V !X / 7! .V �n

!X�n/:

Atiyah and Segal [5, Theorem 2] produce an isomorphism

(42) C˝KG.X /Š

� Y
g2G

Hev.X g
IC/

�G

;

where X g � X denotes the g–fixed points. The isomorphism is induced by the
equivariant Chern character

ChG W KG.X /!

� Y
g2G

Hev.X g
IC/

�G

:

We will use the notation

Chg W KG.X /! Hev.X g
IC/

to denote the component of this map corresponding to g and Œ!g� 2 Hev.X gIC/ the
component of a class Œ!� 2C˝KG.X / under the decomposition in (42).

We can refine the equivariant Chern character to take values in G–invariant closed
differential forms. Let VectrG.X / denote the groupoid of G–equivariant vector bundles
with G–invariant connection r and connection-preserving equivariant vector bundle
isomorphisms. Let ��.X / denote the superalgebra of differential forms on X , let
��cl.X / denote the closed forms, and let�ev

cl .X / denote the closed forms of even degree.
Then the refinement of the equivariant Chern character to the level of differential forms
is a map

ChG W Vect
r
G.X /=�!

� Y
g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

from isomorphism classes of equivariant vector bundles with G–invariant connection
to equivariant differential forms. It is given by the formula

(43) Ch.V;r/g D Tr.exp.r2/ ı �.g// 2�ev
cl .X

g/;

where �.g/ 2 �.X g;End.V // is the family of endomorphisms determined by g 2G

and the equivariant structure on V .
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Notation 4.1 Above and throughout, !g 2�
�.X g/ is the gth component of a differ-

ential form in the product ! 2
Q

g2G �
�.X g/.

The power operation (41) on equivariant vector bundles has an obvious lift to vector
bundles with connection

P classical
n W VectrG.X /! VectrGo†n

.X�n/; .V;r/ 7! .V �n;r�n/;

and we can study the interaction of this power operation with the equivariant Chern
character.

For any G–manifold X , there is an isomorphism of algebras

(44)
� Y

g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

Š C1.L1j1
0
.X ==G//:

This was proved in [11, Section 7] and is reviewed in Section 4.2 below. We may use
the geometric power operation Pn and (44) to construct a power operation on forms
via the square� Y

g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G
Pn
//

Š

��

� Y
.g;�/2Go†n

�ev
cl ..X

�n/.g;�//

�Go†n

Š
��

C1.L1j1
0
.X ==G//

Pn
// C1.L1j1

0
.X n ==G o†n//

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.2 Let X be a smooth and compact G–manifold and n � 1. There is a
commutative diagram

VectrG.X /
P classical

n
//

ChG
��

VectrGo†n
.X�n/

ChGo†n
��� Y

g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

Pn

//

� Y
.g;�/2Go†n

�ev
cl ..X

�n/.g;�//

�Go†n

where Pn is induced by the geometric power operation under the isomorphism (44).

We prove this directly by computing the geometric power operation Pn using the tools
of the previous section and then comparing it with the formula for the power operation
in equivariant K–theory.
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We recall that the equivalence relation of concordance (see Definition 2.25) mediates
between cocycles and cohomology classes. From Lemma 2.26, the geometric power
cooperation is compatible with taking concordance classes. Applying Stokes’ theorem,
concordance classes of closed differential forms are precisely de Rham cohomology
classes. Together with the isomorphism (42) we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3 With notation as in the previous theorem , taking concordance classes
and forming the Grothendieck group of isomorphism classes of vector bundles in
Theorem 4.2, we obtain the commutative square

KG.X /
P classical

n
//

��

KGo†n
.X�n/

��

C˝KG.X /
Pn
// C˝KGo†n

.X�n/

Making use of the isomorphism (44), the nth geometric Adams cooperation

‰n W L1j1.X ==G/! L1j1.X ==G/

induces the nth Adams operation

‰n
W

� Y
g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

!

� Y
g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

:

Notation 4.4 Define the C1.X /–linear derivation

deg W��.X /!��.X /

to be the derivation that on a degree j form ! 2 �j .X / is multiplication by j ,
that is, deg.!/ D j!. For a real number r 2 R, define the algebra endomorphism
r deg W��.X /!��.X / by r deg.!/D rj! for ! 2�j .X /. If r is positive, we similarly
define r deg=2 by r deg=2.!/D rj=2!.

Corollary 4.5 The linear map ‰n is determined by

(45) ‰n.!/g D ndeg=2!gn for ! 2
Y
g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/;

where on the right side above , we regard !gn as an element of �ev
cl .X

g/ by restriction
along the inclusion X g � X gn

. Hence , the nth geometric Adams operation ‰n is a
cocycle refinement of the classical nth Adams operation on C˝KG.X /.
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4.2 The geometric model

In this subsection we review results relating moduli spaces of 1j1–dimensional super cir-
cles to complexified equivariant K–theory. The main goal is to spell out Definition 2.10
in the case of the 1j1–dimensional rigid conformal model geometry (compare with
[48, Section 4.2]) and to characterize functions on L1j1

0
.X ==G/ in terms of differential

forms on fixed point sets. We start with the relevant model geometry.

Definition 4.6 Define the super Lie group E1j1 as having underlying supermanifold
R1j1 with group structure

.t; �/ � .s; �/D .t C sC ��; � C �/ for .t; �/; .s; �/ 2R1j1.S/:

Consider the action of R� on E1j1 through homomorphisms given by

� � .t; �/D .�2t; ��/ for � 2R�.S/; .t; �/ 2 E1j1.S/:

Define the rigid conformal model geometry to be the model geometry with model
space R1j1 together with its (left) action by E1j1 ÌR�. The composition

S �R1j1
! S � .E1j1 ÌR�/�R1j1 act

�! S �R1j1

is an S–family of rigid conformal maps, where the first arrow is defined by an S–
point .t; �; �/ 2 .E1j1 ÌR�/.S/ of the rigid conformal transformation group, and the
second arrow by the action of E1j1 ÌR� on R1j1.

We will use the notation E< E1j1 to denote the reduced subgroup of E1j1, ie R with
its usual additive structure. The following is a specialization of Definition 2.8 relative
to the rigid conformal model geometry above, which we provide both for the reader’s
convenience and also to establish some notation.

Definition 4.7 Let ` 2R>0.S/. An S–family of super circles is a quotient

T
1j1

`
WD .S �R1j1/=Z

for the Z–action on S �R1j1 given by

n W .t; �/ 7! .t C n`; �/ for .t; �/ 2R1j1.S/; n 2 Z:

The projection T
1j1

`
! S allows us to view T

1j1

`
as a bundle over S . The canonical

cover
S �R1j1

! .S �R1j1/=ZD T
1j1

`

endows the S–family of super circles T
1j1

`
with a fiberwise rigid conformal structure.
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The following two definitions are special cases of Definitions 2.9 and 2.10.

Definition 4.8 For a stack X , the super loop stack of X , denoted by L1j1.X /, is the
stack associated to the prestack whose objects over S are pairs .`; �/, where `2R>0.S/

determines a family of super circles T
1j1

`
and � W T 1j1

`
! X is a map. Morphisms

between such objects over S consist of triangles

(46)

T
1j1

`
T

1j1

`0

X

)

Š

� �0

that 2–commute, where the horizontal arrow is an isomorphism of S–families of super
rigid conformal 1j1–manifolds.

Definition 4.9 The stack of ghost super loops, denoted by L1j1
0
.X /, is the full substack

of L1j1.X / generated by pairs .`; �/ in which � W T 1j1

`
! X is a map given by the

composition
T

1j1

`
� � ŒS �R1j1 ==Z�

�
�! ŒS �R0j1 ==Z�! X ;

where � is induced by the projection R1j1!R0j1.

Since LDZ in this case, we have Hom.L;G/ŠG (where h 7! h.1/) and an oriented
lattice ƒ W S �Z! R can be identified with ` WD ƒ.1/ 2 R>0.S/. The atlas from
Proposition 3.6 specializes to a map

(47)
a
g2G

R>0 �Map.R0j1;X g/! L1j1
0
.X ==G/:

This map takes an S–point ` 2R>0.S/ and a map � W S �R0j1!X g to the map of
stacks T

1j1

`
! ŒX ==G� obtained from the maps of Lie groupoids

T
1j1

`
D .S �R1j1/=Z S �R0j1 ==Z

�==Z
��!X g ==Z!X ==G:

Here, the Z–action on X g is trivial, the arrow labeled by � ==Z is determined by �
(using that the Z–actions are trivial), and the map X g ==Z!X ==G comes from the
map Z! G picking out g 2 G along with the inclusion X g � X . By virtue of (47)
being an atlas, functions on the stack L1j1

0
.X ==G/ form a subalgebra

(48) C1.L1j1
0
.X ==G// ,! C1

� a
g2G

R>0 �Map.R0j1;X g/

�
Š��

� a
g2G

X g
IC1.R>0/

�
;
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where the inclusion is the pullback of functions along (47). The isomorphism on the
right uses two facts. The first fact is that, for any pair of supermanifolds M and N , there
is a canonical isomorphism C1.M �N /Š C1.M IC1.N //; see [33, Example 49].
The second fact is that there is a canonical isomorphism C1.Map.R0j1;X //Š��.X /;
see [32].

Remark 4.10 In a slight abuse of notation, we will use ` D id 2 R>0.R>0/ ,!

R.R>0/�C1.R>0/ to denote the identity map, identified with the standard coordinate
on R>0. This is justified because ` W S DR>0!R>0 is the universal S–point of R>0.

Our next goal is to give a more explicit description of (48). Define a map

(49)
� Y

g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

,!
Y
g2G

��.X g
IC1.R>0//; ! 7! `deg=2!;

where deg is as defined in Notation 4.4. This connects with complexified K–theory as
follows.

Proposition 4.11 [11, Section 7] The functions on the atlas that descend to the stack
are determined by the commutative square

(50)

� Y
g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

C1.L1j1
0
.X ==G//

Y
g2G

��.X g
IC1.R>0// C1

� a
g2G

R>0 �Map.R0j1;X g/

�
Š

Š

where the inclusion on the left is the map (49). The isomorphism (42) implies that the
ring C1.L1j1

0
.X ==G// is a cocycle model for complexified equivariant K–theory.

4.3 Computing the total geometric power operation

The goal of this section is to give a formula for the total geometric power operation
for the model geometry and super circles described in the previous sections. As per
Theorem 3.10, we compute the geometric power operation in terms of the atlas for the
stack L1j1

0
.X ==G/ described above.

From Definition 3.9, the general formula for the map zPn on an S–point of the atlas is

(51) zPn.ƒ; h; �/D .ƒ ıMLk
; hk ; �k/k2K ;
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where ƒ W S �L! Rd is a based lattice, h W L! G o†n is a homomorphism, and
� WS�R0j1! .X�n/im.h/ is a map of supermanifolds. We specialize this to our setting,
where LD Z. As mentioned before, a homomorphism Z!G may be identified with
the image of 1 2 Z, ie an element of G. An oriented lattice ƒ W S �Z! R can be
identified with ` WDƒ.1/2R>0.S/. So an S–point of the atlas for L1j1

0
.X�n==G o†n/,

given by a triple .ƒ; h; �/, is equivalent to the data of the triple

.`; .g; �/; �/;

where .g; �/ D h.1/ D .g1; : : : ;gn; �/ 2 G o†n. Via this identification, the value
of zPn on .`; .g; �/; �/ can be understood as follows. Factor � D �1 � � � �jK j, where �k

is a cycle, according to the decomposition nD
`

k Ik of n into transitive Z–sets. It
follows that MLk

is multiplication by the order of �k (this is also jIk j/, and hk , which
depends on our choice of ik 2 Ik , corresponds to

(52) gk D gik
g�k.ik/ � � �g.�k/

jIk j�1.ik/
2G:

Thus X im hk D X gk . Using this notation, we see that .ƒ ıMLk
; hk ; �k/ is the same

data as the triple

(53) .jIk j`;gk ; �k/ 2 .R>0 �G �Map.R0j1;X gk //.S/:

Using the map (49) and Proposition 4.11, the geometric power operation determines
the map on differential forms

(54)
� Y

g2G

�ev
cl .X

g/

�G

Š C1.L1j1
0
.X ==G//

Pn
�! C1.L1j1

0
.X�n ==G o†n//Š

� Y
.g;�/2Go†n

�ev
cl ..X

�n/.g;�//

�Go†n

:

In the following proposition, for ! 2
�Q

g2G �
ev
cl .X

g/
�G , we denote the image under

the above composition by Pn.!/, with the isomorphisms to differential forms implicitly
understood. We will also use Notation 4.1 for !g 2�

�.X g/.

Proposition 4.12 The geometric power operation satisfies the formula

Pn.!/.g;�/ D .jI1j
deg=2!g1

/.jI2j
deg=2!g2

/ � � � .jIjK jj
deg=2!gjK j/

2�ev
cl

�Y
k

X gk

�
Š�ev

cl ..X
�n/.g;�//

for ! 2
�Q

g2G �
ev
cl .X

g/
�G , Pn.!/ 2

�Q
.g;�/2Go†n

�ev
cl ..X

�n/.g;�//
�Go†n , .g; �/ 2

G o†n and gk 2G defined in (52).
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Proof By Proposition 4.11 functions on L1j1
0
.X ==G/ are in bijection with functions

on the atlas of the form .`deg=2!g/g2G where !g 2�
ev
cl .X

g/. The restriction of the
power cooperation to the component of the atlas (47) indexed by .g; �/ 2G o†n is

(55)
R>0 �Map.R0j1; .X�n/.g;�//

zPn
�!

a
k2K

R>0 �Map.R0j1;X gk /;

��.X gk IC1.R>0//Š C1.R>0 �Map.R0j1;X gk //

! C1
�
R>0 �Map.R0j1; .X�n/.g;�//

�
Š��..X�n/.g;�/IC1.R>0//;

where we have pre- and postcomposed with the isomorphism between C1.R>0/–
valued differential forms and functions on the atlas from (48). Next, we apply each of
these maps to `deg=2!gk

and take their product over k, obtaining

zP
�

n.`
deg=2!gk

/k2K D

Y
k

..jIk j`/
deg=2!gk

/ 2�ev
cl

�Y
k

X gk IC1.R>0/

�
Š�ev

cl ..X
�n/.g;�/IC1.R>0//:

By Theorem 3.10, the function zP
�

n.`
deg=2!gk

/k2K on the atlas descends to a function
on the stack L1j1

0
..X�n/ == G o †n/ and computes the geometric power operation.

Finally, we identify this map between functions on stacks with the map of differential
forms (54). Using (49) this has the effect of removing the dependence on `, obtaining
the formula for the power operation in the statement of the proposition.

Next we compare with the total power operation in K–theory.

Proof of Theorem 4.2 From the definition of the power operation in K–theory and
the equivariant Chern character, for .g; �/ 2G o†n we have

Ch.P classical
n .V;r//.g;�/ D Ch.V �n;r�n/.g;�/

D Tr
�
exp..r�n/2/ ı �.g; �/

�
2�ev

cl ..X
�n/.g;�//;

where we have used the notation for the Chern character from (43). We can express

exp..r�n/2 ı �.g; �// 2 �..X�n/.g;�/IEnd.V //

as an external tensor product of endomorphisms, one for each subset Ik � n on which
� acts transitively. Indeed, we have

exp..r�n/2 ı �.g; �//D�
k2K

exp
�
.r�jIk j/2 ı �..g; �/k/

�
;
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and so the trace can be written as a product of the factors,

(56) Tr
�
exp..r�n/2 ı �.g; �//

�
D

Y
k2K

Tr
�
exp

�
.r�jIk j/2 ı �..g; �/k/

��
:

In the above, .g; �/k denotes the restriction of the action of .g; �/ 2G o†n on V �n

to V �jIk j. We observe that

Tr
�
exp

�
.r�jIk j/2 ı �..g; �/k/

��
D jIk j

deg=2 Tr.exp.r2/ ı �.gk//;

and so Ch.P classical
n .V;r//.g;�/ is the product over k 2K of the factors on the right.

On the other hand, we can apply the geometric power operation Pn as computed in
Proposition 4.12 to the differential form ! D ChG.V;r/ 2

�Q
g2G �

ev
cl .X

g/
�G. From

the definition of the equivariant Chern character (43), we have the equality

(57) Tr.exp.r2/ ı �.gk//D Chgk
.V;r/D !gk

:

Multiplying by the factor jIk j
deg=2 and taking the product over k, the left-hand side

of (57) gives the formula (56) for ChG.P
classical
n .V;r//, and the right-hand side is

the formula for Pn.!/. Hence Pn.ChG.V;r// D ChG.P
classical
n .V;r//, proving the

theorem.

Proof of Corollary 4.5 We compute using the atlas from Proposition 4.11, and
consider maps

(58) z‰n WR>0 �Map.R0j1;X g/!R>0 �Map.R0j1;X gn

/

from Proposition 3.13 for each g 2G. Then

z‰n.`;g; �/D .n`;g
n; i ı �/ for ` 2R>0.S/; g 2G; � 2Map.R0j1;X g/.S/;

where i ı � is the composition S �R0j1 �
! X g i

,! X gn

. Using Proposition 4.11 to
identify functions on the atlas that descend to the stack, the pullback of such functions
along (58) is given by

`deg=2!g 7! .n`/deg=2!gn D ndeg=2.`deg=2!gn/ 2�ev.X IC1.R>0//

for !g 2�
ev
cl .X

g/. This gives precisely the claimed formula for the Adams operations
on cocycles.

Remark 4.13 The factor of ndeg=2 in (45) comes about precisely because of the
dependence of the function on the length of the super circle, together with how function
on the stack L1j1

0
.X ==G/ behaves under rescalings of this length. This points to a
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salient difference between geometric and topological field theories: without a length
parameter on loops in X , it is difficult to see how the Adams operations could emerge
from the geometry.

Remark 4.14 In the nonequivariant context, Atiyah [3, Section 7] computed the
K–theoretic power operations on ordinary cohomology via the Chern character. The
character formula for the total power operation of a G–representation, ie the case of
equivariant K–theory of a point, is classical; see for example [26, Proposition 4.12].

5 Power operations in equivariant elliptic cohomology

Next we turn our attention to the stack L2j1
0
.X ==G/ of maps from 2j1–dimensional

super tori to ŒX ==G�. Functions on L2j1
0
.X ==G/ give a cocycle model for a version of

equivariant elliptic cohomology over C, reviewed in Section 5.1 below. The geomet-
ric power operation can then be used to construct power operations in complexified
equivariant elliptic cohomology.

The main results in this section are Theorems 5.19 and 5.20. The former gives an explicit
formula for the total geometric power operation in equivariant elliptic cohomology, and
the latter gives a formula for the effect of the geometric Adams operation in equivariant
elliptic cohomology. As far as the authors are aware, these are the first constructions of
these operations. So in contrast to the situation for K–theory, there is nothing explicit to
which we can compare these formulas. However, the essence of these power operations
conforms to the expected structures in chromatic homotopy theory; see for instance
[6; 2; 50; 51; 23; 8]. We comment on this in more detail in Appendix C by comparing
with the character of the total power operation in Morava E–theory.

5.1 Equivariant elliptic cohomology over C

For G a finite group, Devoto [20] used equivariant Thom spectra to define a G–
equivariant refinement of the elliptic cohomology of Landweber, Ravenel and Stong [36].
Devoto’s construction relies on an equivariant elliptic genus and elliptic cohomology
with level structure for the congruence subgroup �0.2/ < SL2.Z/. In their study
of moonshine and elliptic cohomology, Baker and Thomas [7; 52] hypothesized an
extension of Devoto’s theory for the full modular group SL2.Z/ using the equivariant
Witten genus. Over C, the construction of such an extension is straightforward. It is
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this version of equivariant elliptic cohomology that appears in the work of Ganter [25]
and Morava [38]. As the literature can be somewhat diffuse, in this subsection we give
a self-contained definition of this version of equivariant elliptic cohomology over C.

Definition 5.1 Let Lat � C � C denote the complex manifold of based, oriented
lattices consisting of monomorphisms ƒ WZ2!C such that the ratio of the generators
`Dƒ.1; 0/ and `0 Dƒ.0; 1/ lies in the upper half-plane, `0=` 2 h� C. We observe
that there is a diffeomorphism

Lat ��!C� � h; .`; `0/ 7! .`; `0=`/:

Remark 5.2 The upper half-plane condition on oriented lattices above is equivalent
to .`; `0/ giving an oriented basis for R2.

There is an action of C� �SL2.Z/ on Lat given by

(59) .`; `0/ 7! .�.a`C b`0/; �.c`C d`0// for � 2C�;
h

a b
c d

i
2 SL2.Z/:

Definition 5.3 Let j 2 Z and let C1j .Lat/� C1.Lat/ denote the subspace of holo-
morphic functions satisfying f .� �`; � �`0/D��jf .`; `0/ for �2C� acting as in (59).
Let O.Lat/ denote holomorphic functions on Lat that are meromorphic as `!1 (or
as `0!1) while keeping `0 (or `) fixed. Let Oj .Lat/�C1j .Lat/ similarly denote the
subspace of holomorphic functions that are meromorphic as `!1 (or as `0!1)
while keeping `0 (or `) fixed.

Remark 5.4 Modular forms of weight j are the elements of Oj .Lat/ that are invariant
under the SL2.Z/–action on Lat.

Remark 5.5 We have the (strict) inclusions of algebrasM
j2Z

C1j .Lat/ ,! C1.Lat/ and
M
j2Z

Oj .Lat/ ,!O.Lat/;

where the sources have a grading. The targets, however, do not carry a compatible
grading.

For G a finite group, define G.2/ to be the set of pairs of commuting elements of G so
that G.2/ Š Hom.Z2;G/. There is an action of G on G.2/ by conjugation,

� W .g;g0/ 7! .�g1�
�1; �g2�

�1/:
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The set G.2/ carries a left action by SL2.Z/ given by

(60) .g;g0/ 7! .gdg0�b;g�cg0a/ for
h

a b
c d

i
2 SL2.Z/:

Definition 5.6 For X a manifold with an action of a finite group G, the complexified
equivariant elliptic cohomology of X is

(61) E``G.X / WD
M
j2Z

� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�
H2j

dR.X
hg;g0i
IOj .Lat//

��G�SL2.Z/

;

where SL2.Z/ acts on G.2/ as in (60), hg;g0i is the subgroup of G generated by g

and g0, Lat is defined in (59), and � 2G acts by the componentwise diffeomorphism
X hg;g

0i!X h�g�
�1;�g0��1i.

Remark 5.7 When X D pt, E``G.pt/ can be interpreted as functions on the moduli
stack of G–bundles on elliptic curves; see [25, Section 2]. In fact, E``G.pt/ is the zeroth
equivariant elliptic cohomology group of the point. Geometrically, the higher-degree
cohomology groups E``k

G
.pt/ for k 2 Z correspond to tensoring with powers of the

Hodge bundle on the moduli stack of elliptic curves [14, Proposition 3.4]. For k 2 Z,
E``k

G
.X / is

E``k
G.X / WD

M
i�2jDk

� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�
Hi

dR.X
hg;g0i
IOj .Lat//

��G�SL2.Z/

:

5.2 The geometric model

In this subsection we review results relating moduli spaces of 2j1–dimensional super tori
to equivariant elliptic cohomology over C. This amounts to spelling out Definition 2.10
in the case of the 2j1–dimensional rigid conformal model geometry (compare to
[48, Section 4.2]) and characterizing functions on L2j1

0
.X ==G/ in terms of elliptic

cocycles.

We briefly review a standard description of the S–points of R2 ŠC. We have

R2.S/ WD SMfld.S;R2/Š fx;y 2 C1.S/ev
j .x/red D .x/red; .y/red D .y/redg;

where the condition on functions is imposed on restriction to the reduced manifold of S .
Indeed, C1.S/ does not have a real structure (see Remark A.5), and so this condition
only makes sense on the restriction to Sred. The diffeomorphism of manifolds C ŠR2
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determines an isomorphism of supermanifolds. Setting z D xC iy and wD z� iy, we
find the description of S–points

SMfld.S;R2/Š SMfld.S;C/Š fz; w 2 C1.S/ev
j .z/red D .w/redg:

In a standard abuse of notation, write .z;xz/D .z; w/2C.S/ to denote an S–point of C,
though we emphasize that, as there is no complex conjugation in C1.S/, z 2 C1.S/

is only the conjugate of xz 2 C1.S/ on restriction to C1.Sred/. Similarly, we use the
notation

.�; x�/ 2C�.S/ and .`; x̀; `0; x̀0/ 2 Lat.S/� .C �C/.S/:

Definition 5.8 Define the super Lie group E2j1 with underlying supermanifold R2j1

and group structure given by the S–point formula

.z;xz; �/ � .w; xw; �/D .zCw;xzC xwC ��; � C�/ for .z;xz; �/; .w; xw; �/ 2R2j1.S/:

Consider the action of C� on E2j1 through homomorphisms given by

.�; x�/ � .z;xz; �/D .�2z; x�2
xz; x��/ for .�; x�/ 2C�.S/; .z;xz; �/ 2 E2j1.S/:

Consider the semidirect product E2j1 Ì C�. Define the rigid conformal model ge-
ometry as the model space R2j1 together with its (left) action by the rigid conformal
transformation group E2j1 ÌC�. The composition

S �R2j1
! S � .E2j1 ÌC�/�R2j1 act

�! S �R2j1

is an S–family of rigid conformal maps, where the first arrow is defined by an S–point
of the rigid conformal transformation group, .z;xz; �; �; x�/ 2 .E2j1 ÌC�/.S/ and the
second arrow is the action of E2j1 ÌC� on R2j1.

We will use the notation E2 <E2j1 to denote the reduced subgroup of E2j1, ie R2 with
its usual additive structure. The following is a specialization of Definition 2.8.

Definition 5.9 For .`; x̀; `0; x̀0/ 2 Lat.S/ an S–family of based lattices, an S–family
of super tori is a quotient of the form

T
2j1

`;`0
WD .S �R2j1/=Z2

for the action by S�Z2�S�E2�S�.E2j1ÌC�/ through fiberwise rigid conformal
maps given by

.n;m/ W .z;xz; �/ 7! .zC n`Cm`0;xzC nx̀Cmx̀0; �/
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for .n;m/ 2 Z2.S/ and .z;xz; �/ 2 R2j1.S/, determined by an S–family of homo-
morphisms h.`; x̀/; .`0; x̀0/iW S �Z2! E2 Š C with generators .`; x̀/ and .`0; x̀0/ in
C.S/Š E2.S/ using the inclusion Lat ,!C �C. The canonical cover

S �R2j1
! .S �R2j1/=Z2

D T
2j1

`;`0

endows the S–family of super tori T
2j1

`;`0
with a fiberwise rigid conformal structure.

The following two definitions are special cases of Definitions 2.9 and 2.10.

Definition 5.10 For a stack X , the super double loop stack of X , denoted by L2j1.X /,
is the stackification of the prestack whose objects over S are given by pairs .T 2j1

`;`0
; �/,

where T
2j1

`;`0
is a family of super tori and � W T 2j1

`;`0
! X is a map. Morphisms between

these objects over S consist of triangles

(62)

T
2j1

`1;`
0
1

T
2j1

`2;`
0
2

X

)

Š

� �0

that commute up to isomorphism, where the horizontal arrow is a fiberwise rigid
conformal map between families of super tori.

Definition 5.11 The stack of super double ghost loops, denoted by L2j1
0
.X /, is the full

substack of L2j1.X / containing the objects .T 2j1

`;`0
; �/, with � W T 2j1

`;`0
! X a map given

by the composition

T
2j1

`;`0
� � ŒS �R2j1 ==Z2�

�
�! ŒS �R0j1 ==Z2�! X ;

where � is induced by the projection R2j1!R0j1.

In this case, the atlas from Proposition 3.6 has the form

(63)
a

.g;g0/2G.2/

Lat�Map.R0j1;X hg;g
0i/! L2j1

0
.X ==G/;

and hence there is an injection of algebras

(64) C1.L2j1
0
.X ==G// ,! C1

� a
.g;g0/2G.2/

Lat�Map.R0j1;X hg;g
0i/

�
:

We observe the isomorphism of Fréchet spaces (see eg [33, Example 49])

(65) C1.Lat�Map.R0j1;X hg;g
0i//Š��.X hg;g

0i
IC1.Lat//:
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Remark 5.12 Similar to the abuse of notation in Remark 4.10, we will use

.`; x̀; `0; x̀0/D id 2 Lat.Lat/ ,! .C �C/.Lat/� C1.Lat/�4

to denote the identity map, which we identify with the functions on Lat that are
the restriction of the standard (complex) coordinate functions under the inclusion
Lat � C �C. This is justified because id W S D Lat! Lat is the universal S–point
of Lat.

Let vol 2 C1.Lat/ denote the real-valued function

vol.`; x̀; `0; x̀0/D
`0 x̀� `x̀0

2i

that reads off the volume of the (ordinary) torus associated with a based lattice. The
above formula determines a natural transformation Lat! C1.�/ from S–points of
Lat to functions on S , thereby defining a function on Lat. Define a map

(66)
� M

j22Z

Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�
j
cl.X

hg;g0i
IC1j=2.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

,!
M
j2Z

Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�j .X hg;g
0i
IC1.Lat//;

! 7! voldeg=2 !:

Proposition 5.13 [11, Section 7] The functions on the atlas that descend to the stack
are determined by the commuting square� M

j22Z

Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�
j
cl.X

hg;g0i
IC1j=2.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/
Š

//

� _

��

C1.L2j1
0
.X==G//
� _

��M
j2Z

Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�j .X hg;g
0i
IC1.Lat//

Š
// C1

� a
.g;g0/2G.2/

Lat�Map.R0j1;X hg;g
0i/

�

where the inclusion on the left is the map (66).

The cocycle model for equivariant elliptic cohomology requires that we restrict to a sub-
algebra O.L2j1

0
.X ==G//�C1.L2j1

0
.X ==G// of appropriately holomorphic functions.

Physically, this holomorphy is an expected consequence of the chiral supersymmetry;
when M D pt and GDfeg, Stolz and Teichner [48, Theorem 1.15] prove that functions
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in the image of the restriction map (4) from 2j1–dimensional field theories are indeed
holomorphic. It turns out (though it is not obvious at this stage) that the geometric
power operations also restrict to the subalgebra of holomorphic functions.

Notation 5.14 Below we use the notationY
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//D

M
j2Z

Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�
2j
cl .X

hg;g0i
IOj .Lat//;

and similarly for coefficients in C1
�
.Lat/.

Definition 5.15 The algebra of holomorphic functions on L2j1
0
.X ==G/, denoted by

O.L2j1
0
.X ==G//, is the subalgebra of smooth functions that under the identification

from Proposition 5.13 lie in the subalgebra� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

�

� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IC1
�
.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

of functions with holomorphic dependence on Lat.

This connects to equivariant elliptic cohomology by way of the following result.

Proposition 5.16 [11, Section 7] There is a natural isomorphism of algebras

(67) O.L2j1
0
.X ==G//Š

� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

:

The following is an immediate consequence.

Corollary 5.17 The algebra O.L2j1
0
.X ==G// is a cocycle model for equivariant elliptic

cohomology over C.

5.3 Computing the total geometric power operation

We proceed in a similar way to Section 4.3, specializing the input and output of zPn
(Definition 3.9) to this setting. Recall that LDZ2. In this case, an S–point of the atlas
for L2j1

0
.X�n ==G o†n/, which is given by a triple .ƒ; h; �/, is equivalent to the data

of the triple �
.`; `0/; ..g; �/; .g0; � 0//; �

�
for .`; `0/ 2 Lat.S/, ..g; �/; .g0; � 0// 2 .G o†n/

.2/ and � W S �R0j1!X h.g;�/;.g
0;� 0/i.

This is the input data for the source of zPn.
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Now we reinterpret the target of zPn. Recall that

zPn.ƒ; h; �/D .ƒ ıMLk
; hk ; �k/k2K

and that this formula depends on a number of fixed choices. The matrix MLk
W L! L

was chosen so that det.MLk
/ > 0 and so that ker.MLk

/D Lk � L. Further, we fixed
ik 2 Ik � n and we may define gk and g0

k
as the image of the basis elements of LDZ2

in G from the diagram
G

Z2 //

.gk ;g
0
k
/

::

MLk
��

GIk

�ik

OO

��

Z2 h
// G o†Ik

:

Making use of this notation, we have

(68) zPn
�
.`; `0/; ..g; �/; .g0; � 0//; �

�
D .MLk

.`; `0/; .gk ;g
0
k/; �k/k2K ;

where MLk
acts on .`; `0/ by the formula in (59).

For M 2 M det>0
2�2

.Z/, we obtain a map M W Lat ! Lat by restricting the action of
M det>0

2�2
.Z/ on C2 to Lat � C2. Furthermore, this map is C�–equivariant (being

linear) and so restricts to an action on the subspaces O�.Lat/ � O.Lat/. For ! 2Q
�2�.X hg;g

0iIO�.Lat//, let M �! denote the pullback of ! along this induced action
on coefficients.

Notation 5.18 For ! 2
Q
.g;g0/2G.2/ �

�.X hg;g
0iIC1.Lat//, let

!g;g0 2�
�.X hg;g

0i
IC1.Lat//

be the component of ! indexed by the factor .g;g0/.

Using Proposition 5.16, the geometric power operation determines the map on differen-
tial forms

(69)
� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

ŠO.L2j1
0
.X ==G//

Pn
�!O.L1j1

0
.X�n ==G o†n//

Š

� Y
..g;�/;.g0;� 0//2.Go†n/.2/

�2�
cl ..X

�n/h.g;�/;.g
0;� 0/i
IO�.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

:
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In the following proposition, for ! 2
�Q

.g;g0/2G.2/ �
2�
cl .X

hg;g0iIO�.Lat//
�G�SL2.Z/,

we denote the image under the above composition by Pn.!/, with the isomorphisms to
differential forms implicitly understood. We refer to Notation 4.4 for the definition of
the map deg used below.

Theorem 5.19 Suppose X is a smooth and compact G–manifold and let n� 1. The
geometric power operation is characterized by the formula

Pn.!/.g;�/;.g0;� 0/ D
Y
k

det.MLk
/deg=2M �

Lk
.!gk ;g

0
k
/

2�2�
cl

�Y
k

X hgk ;g
0
k
i
IO�.Lat/

�
Š�2�

cl ..X
�n/h.g;�/;.g

0;� 0/i
IO�.Lat//

for ..g; �/; .g0; � 0// 2 .G o†n/
.2/ and .gk ;g

0
k
/ 2 G.2/ using the notation described

above.

Proof By Proposition 5.13, functions on L2j1
0
.X ==G/ are in bijection with functions on

the atlas of the form .voldeg=2 !g;g0/.g;g0/2G.2/ , where !g;g0 2�
2�.X hg;g

0iIO�.Lat//.
The restriction of the power cooperation to the component of the atlas (63) indexed by
..g; �/; .g0; � 0// 2 .G o†n/

.2/ is

(70) Lat�Map.R0j1; .X�n/h.g;�/;.g
0;� 0/i/

zPn
�!

a
k

Lat�Map.R0j1;X hgk ;g
0
k
i/:

Restricting to the component indexed by .gk ;g
0
k
/ 2G.2/ and pulling back along zPn

gives a map of algebras

��.X hgk ;g
0
k
i
IC1.Lat//Š C1.Lat�Map.R0j1;X hgk ;g

0
k
i//

! C1
�
Lat�Map.R0j1; .X n/..g;�/;.g

0;� 0///
�
Š��..X n/..g;�/;.g

0;� 0//
IC1.Lat//;

where we have pre- and postcomposed with the isomorphism between C1.Lat/–valued
differential forms and functions on the atlas from (65). Next, we apply each of these
maps to voldeg=2 !gk ;g

0
k

and take their product over k, obtaining

zP
�

n.voldeg=2 !gk ;g
0
k
/k2K D

Y
k

.det.MLk
/ vol/deg=2M �

Lk
!gk ;g

0
k

2�2�
cl

�Y
k

X hgk ;g
0
k
i
IC1
�
.Lat/

�
Š�2�..X�n/.g;�/IC1

�
.Lat//:

By Theorem 3.10, the function zP
�

n.voldeg=2 !.gk ;�/;.g
0
k
;� 0//k2K on the atlas descends

to a C1–function on the stack L2j1
0
..X�n/ ==G o†n/ and computes the geometric

power operation. We identify this map between functions on stacks with the map of
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differential forms (69), though so far only for coefficients in C1
�
.Lat/ (rather than

O�.Lat/). Using (66), this has the effect of removing the factors of vol, obtaining the
claimed formula in the statement of the theorem.

Finally, if the input differential form ! has coefficients in O�.Lat/ � C1
�
.Lat/, we

observe that the output Pn.!/ also has holomorphic coefficients. More explicitly, each
factor det.MLk

/deg=2M �
Lk
!gk ;g

0
k

has coefficients in O�.Lat/— since pulling back
along the action of 2� 2 matrices and multiplication by a scalar det.MLk

/ preserves
the subalgebra of holomorphic functions — and so the product does as well. This
completes the proof.

5.4 Adams operations

Fix a natural number n � 1. We compute the effect of the nth geometric Adams
operation on differential forms in terms of the composition,

(71)
� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

ŠO.L2j1
0
.X ==G//

‰n
�!O.L1j1

0
.X ==G//

Š

� Y
.g;g0/2G.2/

�2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//

�G�SL2.Z/

:

Below we use the same notation ‰n to denote the map on differential forms given by
the composition above. We give a formula for ‰n using Notation 5.18.

Theorem 5.20 The nth geometric Adams operation (71) is given by the formula

(72) !g;g0 7! ndeg=2!gn;g0n for !g;g0 2�
2�
cl .X

hg;g0i
IO�.Lat//:

Proof By Proposition 3.13, the geometric Adams operation is determined by the maps

(73) Lat�Map.R0j1;X hg;g
0i/
z‰n
�! Lat�Map.R0j1;X hg

n;g0ni/

for each pair .g;g0/ 2G.2/. On S–points, we have

z‰n.ƒ; .g;g
0/; �/D .nƒ; .gn;g0n/; � 0/;

where � 0 is the composition

S �R0j1 �
�!X hg;g

0i ,!X hg
n;g0ni:

We observe that
nƒDMƒ with M D

h
n 0
0 n

i
:
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Hence, pulling back along (73), we find

(74) z‰�n.voldeg=2 !g;g0/D .n
2 vol/deg=2M �!gn;g0n

D ndeg=2 voldeg=2 !gn;g0n 2�
2�
cl .X

gn;g0n
IC1.Lat//;

where we have used that

M �!gn;g0n D n�deg=2!gn;g0n

for !gn;g0n 2 �
2�.X hg

n;g0niIO�.Lat//. This in turn follows from the fact that for
F 2 Ok.Lat/, F.nƒ/ D n�kF.ƒ/. Using Proposition 5.13 to identify functions on
the atlas with differential forms, the resulting assignment is the claimed formula on
cocycles for the Adams operation.

Remark 5.21 We emphasize a somewhat miraculous cancellation that occurs above:
the factors ndeg and n�deg=2 in (74) combine to give the correct total factor of ndeg=2

for the Adams operation. This cancellation depends critically on how volumes of
certain covering spaces of tori are related to the volume of their base, as well as on the
somewhat subtle definition of holomorphy from [11]; see Definition 5.15 above.

Appendix A A brief review of super geometry and stacks

A.1 Supermanifolds

Recall that a super commutative algebra A is a Z=2–graded algebra such that ab D

.�1/jajjbjba for any two homogeneous elements a; b 2A.

Definition A.1 Define the supermanifold Rkjl to be the locally ringed space with
underlying topological space Rk and structure sheaf of super commutative C–algebras
defined by U 7! C1.U /˝C ƒ

�.Cl/, where C1.U / is C–valued smooth functions
on an open subset U �Rk and ƒ�.Cl/ is the Z=2–graded exterior algebra on Cl .

Definition A.2 A kjl–dimensional supermanifold is a locally ringed space whose
underlying space is second-countable, Hausdorff, and locally isomorphic to Rkjl .
Supermanifolds and maps between them (as locally ringed spaces) form a category
denoted by SMfld.

Remark A.3 Supermanifolds of the above flavor are called cs–manifolds in [19],
and differ slightly from another common definition of supermanifolds with structure
sheaves defined over R.
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There is a fully faithful embedding of the category of ordinary smooth manifolds and
smooth maps into SMfld that on objects regards a manifold with its sheaf of complex-
valued functions as a supermanifold. There is also a reduction functor from SMfld to
ordinary manifolds: let Nred denote the manifold built from N by taking the quotient of
the structure sheaf by its nilpotent ideal. If we then regard the ordinary manifold Nred

as a supermanifold, there is an evident monomorphism Nred ,!N in SMfld.

Following the usual notation, we write C1.N / for the global sections of the structure
sheaf of a supermanifold N . We observe (by a standard partition of unity argument)
that supermanifolds are affine, meaning that a map of supermanifolds N ! N 0 is
determined by a map of super commutative algebras C1.N 0/! C1.N /. We use the
notation C1.N /ev˚C1.N /odd Š C1.N / to denote the direct sum decomposition
into even and odd functions on N .

Example A.4 Let E be a complex vector bundle over an ordinary manifold M .
Then …E WD .M; ƒ�E_/ is a supermanifold with .…E/red DM and C1.…E/ D

�.M; ƒ�E_/. By Batchelor’s theorem [9], any supermanifold N is isomorphic to …E

for some complex vector bundle over an ordinary manifold.

Remark A.5 Recall that a real structure on a complex vector space is a C–antilinear
involution. The sheaf of complex-valued functions on a smooth manifold has a real
structure given by complex conjugation of smooth functions. Functions on supermani-
folds typically do not have a real structure: the involution on C1.Sred/ need not have
an extension to C1.S/. Indeed, in the previous example such an extension would be
the data of a real structure on the vector bundle E.

We will frequently use the functor of points to study the category of supermanifolds.
This means that we will identify a supermanifold N with the presheaf on the category of
supermanifolds given by S 7! SMfld.S;N /. We call SMfld.S;N / the set of S–points
of N , and often denote this set by N.S/. By the Yoneda lemma, maps between such
presheaves are in bijection with maps between supermanifolds.

Example A.6 We can describe Rkjl in terms of its S–points for a test supermanifold S .
We have

(75) SMfld.S;Rkjl/

Š fx1; : : : ;xk 2 C1.S/ev; �1; : : : ; �l 2 C1.S/odd
j .xi/red D .xi/redg;

where we emphasize that the condition .xi/red D .xi/red on the functions xi is only on
restriction to the reduced manifold, Sred ,! S .
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A.2 (Super) Lie groupoids and (super) stacks

The purpose of this subsection is to give a brief introduction to super Lie groupoids
and super stacks. Our main reference is [32, Section 7]. For the correspondence
between differentiable stacks and Lie groupoids, we refer to [15], [10, Section 2.6] and
[41, Section 2] for further details.

Definition A.7 A super Lie groupoid G D fG1� G0g consists of a supermanifold of
objects G0, a supermanifold of morphisms G1, source and target maps s; t W G1! G0

that are required to be submersions, a unit map G0 ! G1 and a composition map
G1 �G0

G1! G1. These data are required to satisfy the axioms of a groupoid object. A
functor G!H is the data of maps of supermanifolds Gi!Hi for i D 0; 1 satisfying the
axioms of a functor. A natural transformation is the data of a map of supermanifolds
G0! H1 satisfying the axioms of a natural transformation. We will often drop the
modifier “super” when discussing super Lie groupoids. Let Grpd denote the 2–category
whose objects are Lie groupoids, 1–morphisms are functors between Lie groupoids,
and 2–morphisms are natural transformations between functors.

Example A.8 Given an action of a super Lie group G on a supermanifold N , the
quotient groupoid N ==G has objects N and morphisms G �N . The source map is
the projection and the target map is the action map. The unit is the inclusion along the
identity of G and composition is determined by multiplication in G.

Definition A.9 A super stack is a category fibered in groupoids over supermanifolds
satisfying descent with respect to surjective submersions of supermanifolds. We will
often drop the modifier “super” when discussing super stacks. Let Stack denote the
2–category of super stacks, fibered functors, and fibered natural transformations.

We recall that any stack X defines a lax 2–functor from the opposite category of
supermanifolds to (the 2–category of) groupoids. On objects, this functor assigns
to a supermanifold S the fiber of X at S . The Grothendieck construction gives an
equivalence between the 2–category of stacks viewed as fibered categories and the
2–category of stacks viewed as lax 2–functors. We will freely pass between these
equivalent points of view on stacks.

Definition A.10 [32, Definition 7.21] A symmetric monoidal category fibered over
supermanifolds is a fibered category C! SMfld together with fibered functors

˝W C�SMfld C! C and 1 W SMfld! C
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and the obvious fibered natural transformations as per the standard definition of a
symmetric monoidal category. A symmetric monoidal stack is a fibered symmetric
monoidal category satisfying descent in the symmetric monoidal sense: the groupoids in
the descent diagram have symmetric monoidal structures, and we require the equivalence
to be an equivalence of symmetric monoidal categories.

Recall (eg from [32, Section 7]) that there is a stackification functor from the 2–category
of groupoid-valued presheaves on supermanifolds to super stacks, which is characterized
as the left adjoint to the canonical inclusion.

Example A.11 Given a Lie groupoid GDfG1�G0g, we obtain a presheaf of groupoids
whose value on a supermanifold S is G.S/D fG1.S/� G0.S/g. In fact, this extends
to a 2–functor from the 2–category Grpd of Lie groupoids to the 2–category of (lax)
presheaves of groupoids on supermanifolds. Postcomposition with stackification then
induces a functor

(76) Œ�� W Grpd! Stack:

We use the notation G 7! ŒG� and ff W G! G0g 7! fŒf � W ŒG�! ŒG0�g to denote the images
of objects and 1–morphisms under this functor. If a stack X is equivalent to ŒG�, we say
that G is a groupoid presentation of the stack X . We observe that the 2–functor (76) in
particular gives a map of groupoids

(77) Grpd.G;G0/! Stack.ŒG�; ŒG0�/:

The 2–functor Œ��map can be understood geometrically using the language of bibundles;
see eg [41, Section 2].

Example A.12 The stackification of the action groupoid from Example A.8 has as
objects over S pairs .P; �/ for P ! S a principal G–bundle and � W P ! N a G–
equivariant map. In particular, Œpt ==G� is the stack that classifies principal G–bundles
on the site of supermanifolds.

Example A.13 Let G be a group acting on a stack X . Then the (stack) quotient X ==G

is the stack whose S–points are principal G–bundles P ! S with a G–equivariant
map P ! X . Morphisms over S are 2–commuting diagrams

S

P

P 0

X)Š
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Principal bundles and equivariant maps pull back along base changes S ! S 0. For
more details on group actions on stacks, we refer the reader to Appendix A in [45].

Definition A.14 An atlas for a stack X is a supermanifold U and a map U ! X
such that for any map S ! X from a supermanifold S , the 2–pullback S �X U is
representable (as a supermanifold) and the canonical map S �X U ! S is a surjective
submersion.

There is an equivalent description of an atlas for a stack, given by Behrend and Xu in
[10, Proposition 2.2], that we will use in the proof of Proposition 3.6: Let U and Y be
stacks. A morphism U ! Y is an epimorphism if for every map S ! Y there exists a
surjective submersion zS ! S and a 2–commuting square

zS U

S Y
)

Proposition A.15 [10] An epimorphism U ! Y is an atlas for Y if and only if it
satisfies the conditions that

(i) U is representable ,

(ii) U �Y U is representable , and

(iii) the two canonical maps U �Y U ! U are submersions.

A stack is geometric if it admits an atlas. An atlas also determines a groupoid pre-
sentation of a stack whose object supermanifold is U and whose morphisms are the
2–pullback

(78)

U �X U U

U X

s

t

where s and t denote the source and target maps in the groupoid.

Definition A.16 A morphism of stacks X ! Y is a finite cover if for any map S! Y
where S is an ordinary supermanifold, the 2–pullback

(79)
zS X

S Y

is representable and the map zS ! S is a n–sheeted cover.
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We now turn to a discussion of symmetric powers of stacks, the free symmetric monoidal
stack on a given stack, and their atlases.

Definition A.17 Let X be a stack. For any n� 0, we define the nth symmetric power
of X to be the quotient stack Symn.X / D X�n == †n, and write Sym�n.X / for the
disjoint union

`n
iD0 Sym

i.X /.

The free symmetric monoidal stack on X is given by the coproduct

Sym.X /D
a
n�0

Symn.X /D
a
n�0

.X�n ==†n/:

Equivalently, Sym.X / is obtained by taking the free symmetric monoidal groupoid on
each S–point of X and then stackifying.

Lemma A.18 Let p W U ! X be an atlas for a stack X and let n � 1. Then the
canonical map U�n! Symn.X / is an atlas for Symn.X /.

Proof Let S! Symn.X / be a map from a supermanifold S and consider the diagram
of 2–pullbacks

S �Symn.X / U�n
U�n

zS X�n pt

S Symn.X / pt ==†n

p�n

�

By construction, zS ! S is a †n–cover of S , so is a surjective submersion of super-
manifolds. As p�n W U�n! X�n is an atlas, the canonical map S �Symn.X /U�n! zS

is a surjective submersion of supermanifolds as well. It follows that the composite
S �Symn.X / U�n! S is a surjective submersion, so U�n! Symn.X / is an atlas as
claimed.

A.3 Recap of Stolz–Teichner model geometries

Definition A.19 An open cover of a supermanifold S is a collection of maps .Ui!S/

with the property that

(i) ..Ui/red! Sred/ is an open cover of the manifold Sred in the usual sense, and

(ii) each Ui! S is a local isomorphism of supermanifolds.
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Definition A.20 A model geometry is the data of

(i) a supermanifold M, and

(ii) a super Lie group Iso.M/ acting on M.

We call M the model space and Iso.M/ the (group of ) isometries.

The following is an abridged version of [48, Definitions 2.33 and 4.4]; more details
can be found there.

Definition A.21 An S–family of supermanifolds with M–structure is the data of

(i) a smooth submersion p W T ! S ,

(ii) a maximal atlas .Ui/ of T with charts equipped with isomorphisms over S ,
'i W Ui

��! Vi � S �M, where Vi is open,

(iii) transition data gij W p.Ui \Uj /! Iso.M/.

The isomorphisms 'i are required to be compatible with transition data gij , and the
transition data must satisfy a further cocycle condition. Isomorphisms between S–
families of supermanifolds with M–structure are maps T ! T 0 over S that on an open
cover are determined by the action of Iso.M/ on open subsupermanifolds of M.

Remark A.22 We observe that for an S–family T ! S of supermanifolds with M–
structure and a covering space zT ! T , we obtain a new S–family of supermanifolds
with M–structure from zT ! S : we simply pull back the open cover and transition
data that defines the M–structure on T . Furthermore, for finite covers zT1; zT2! T

where T is an S–family of manifolds with M–structure, an isomorphism of covers
zT1!

zT2 over T is automatically an isomorphism of M–manifolds, where the covers
are endowed with their canonical M–structure coming from T .

Remark A.23 The category of supermanifolds with M–structure determines a category
fibered over supermanifolds. This fibered category is in fact a stack (which is implicit
in [48, Section 2.8]). Indeed, supermanifolds with M–structure can be pulled back
along base changes S ! S 0. Descent comes from observing that a maximal atlas .Uj /

of T (as in Definition A.21) together with an open cover .Si/ of S can be refined to a
maximal atlas .Tk/ of T via the pullback square`

Tk

`
Uj

`
p�1Si T
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that restricts to a maximal atlas on each T jSi
. From the existence of this open cover .Tk/

that mutually refines .Uj / and .p�1Si/, standard arguments for fiber bundles show that
descent is satisfied. Hence, supermanifolds with M structure form a stack. This type
of argument also shows that M.X / (defined in Section 2.1) is a stack, using descent
for the stack X and the fact that a cover .Si/ of S gives the cover .p�1Si/ of T .

Example A.24 (super Euclidean geometries [48, Section 4.2]) The super Euclidean
model spaces arise from the data of

(i) a real vector space V with inner product,

(ii) a complex spinor representation � of Spin.V /, and

(iii) a Spin.V /–equivariant symmetric pairing � W�˝�! VC .

The pairing � endows V �…� with a group structure given in terms of the maps on
S–points,

.V �…�/� .V �…�/! .V �…�/; .v; �/ � .v0; � 0/D .vCv0C�.�; � 0/; �C� 0/

for .v; �/; .v0; � 0/2 .V �…�/.S/. When dimR.V /Dd and dimC.�/D ı, we employ
the notation Ed jı WD V �…�. We call this the group of super Euclidean translations
when viewing it as a group and the super Euclidean space, denoted by Rd jı, when
viewing it as a supermanifold on which this group acts. Note that � is part of the
data of the group of super Euclidean translations but (as per the standard convention)
omitted from the notation Ed jı.

We also have an action of Spin.V / on V �…� via the spinor representation on �
and through the homomorphism Spin.V /! SO.V / on V . This defines a super group
.V �…�/Ì Spin.V /, the super Euclidean isometry group. The pair MD Rd jı and
Iso.M/D Ed jı ÌSpin.Rd / define a super Euclidean model geometry.

Example A.25 (super Euclidean tori) A choice of lattice Zd � V gives a subgroup
of Ed jı,

ƒ W Zd ,! V � V �…�' Ed jı;

which in turn determines a Zd –action on Rd jı. Similarly, an S–family of lattices
ƒ WS�Zd ,!S�V determines an S–family of Zd –actions on S�Rd jı with quotient
defined as

T
d jı
ƒ
WD .S �Rd jı/=Zd :
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We observe that the S–family T
d jı
ƒ
! S is uniquely equipped with the structure of

a family of super Euclidean manifolds: for a sufficiently fine open cover of T
d jı
ƒ

, a
component of the preimage of an open set Ui � T

d jı
ƒ

along the quotient map

q W S �Rd jı
! T

d jı
ƒ

determines an open subset Vi � S � Rd jı D S �M for which q restricts to an
isomorphism qjUi

WD 'i W Ui! Vi . Furthermore, when Ui \Uj is nonempty, there is
a unique map Ui \Uj ! Iso.M/ coming from the Zd � Ed jı–action on Rd jı that
permutes the components of p�1.Uj /. These data are compatible by construction. We
call the super Euclidean manifolds T

d jı
ƒ

super Euclidean tori.

The examples of model geometries relevant in this paper will come from extending super
Euclidean model geometries to include global dilations of Rd jı; see Definitions 4.6
and 5.8. Since these model geometries come from enlarging the isometry group, the
super Euclidean tori define tori in these model geometries as well.

Appendix B A proof of Lemma 3.7

Recall that LDZd . Let †nD Aut.n/, let � WG o†n!†n be the canonical surjection,
and let h W L! G o†n be a group homomorphism. Assume that n D

`
k2K Ik is

a decomposition of n into transitive L–sets for the action given by the composite
�h W L!†n, and let †Ik

D Aut.Ik/.

For any jk 2 Ik , let
�jk
W L!G o†n!G

be the map of sets given by projecting on the j th
k

factor of G�n in the wreath product.
Let Lk � L denote the kernel of the composite

L!G o†Ik
!†Ik

:

Thus Lk is a finite-index sublattice of L. By construction the map Lk ! G o†Ik

factors through G�jIk j. Thus �jk
jLk

is a group homomorphism even though �jk
is not.

To connect to the notation hk introduced in (31) and used in Lemma 3.7, note that
im �jk

jLk
is conjugate to im hk .

Given a G–space X , there is a G o†n–action on X�n and thus an L–action on X�n

through h. Write �jk
W X�n ! X for the projection onto the factor corresponding

to jk 2 n. Given a fixed point x 2 .X�n/im h, it follows that �jk
.x/ 2 X im�jk jLk .

Lemma 3.7 is a consequence of the following result.
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Lemma B.1 For each k 2K, fix jk 2 Ik . The map

.X�n/im h
!

Y
k2K

X im�jk jLk

sending x to .�jk
.x// is a homeomorphism. When X is a G–manifold , this map is a

diffeomorphism.

Proof The first reduction is to note that it suffices to prove this for each transitive
component of �h, as there is a factorization of hY

k2K

G o†Ik

��

L

<<

h
// G o†n

Thus we may assume that �h is transitive and hence jKj D 1.

Under this assumption, we will set up some conventions in order to be able to efficiently
manipulate the image of h. Since �h is transitive, im�h is a transitive abelian subgroup
of †n. Let A D L=L1. Then the induced map A ,! †n can be identified with the
Cayley map A!†A D AutSet.A/. As above, for each a 2A, we have a map of sets
�a W L!G for a 2A.

Let l 2 L and assume that �h.l/D a. Then

h.l/D .�.l/; a/ 2G o†A;

where �.l/ is the A–tuple such that Œ�.l/�b D �b.l/ for any b 2 A. Here and below,
we write Œ��b for the bth coordinate of an A–tuple of elements. Let a0 2A and pick an
l 0 2 L with the property that �h.l 0/D a0. Then

h.l C l 0/D .�.l C l 0/; aa0/

and

(80) h.l/h.l 0/D .�.l/; a/.�.l 0/; a0/D
�
�.l/.a ��.l 0//; aa0

�
;

where Œa ��.l 0/�b D �a�1b.l
0/ for each b 2A.

Using this notation, we wish to show that the projection

.X A/im h
!X im�e jL1

is a homeomorphism, where X A denotes the space of functions from A to X and the
projection map is induced by evaluation at the identity element e in A. We will produce
a two-sided inverse to the projection.
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For each a 2A, fix an element la 2 L such that la maps to a 2AD L=L1. Define the
A–tuple �.l/ 2G�jAj by

�.l/D .�a.la//a2A:

We may use the G–action on X to define a map

X im�e jL1 !X A; x 7! �.l/x D .�a.la/x/a2A:

This map is continuous as the group action is continuous.

We will now show that this map lands in .X A/im h. For .g; b/ 2G o†A, the action of
G o†A on an element x 2X A is given by

(81) .g; b/x D .gaxb�1a/a2A:

Let l 0 2 L be an element mapping to some b 2A. We want to show that h.l 0/�.l/x D

�.l/x. As above, we may write h.l 0/D .�.l 0/; b/ 2G o†A. Using (81), we thus have

h.l 0/�.l/x D .�a.l
0/�b�1a.lb�1a/x/a2A:

It suffices to show that, for each a 2A,

�a.l
0/�b�1a.lb�1a/x D �a.la/x:

Since x 2X im�e jL1 , we must show that .�a.la//
�1�a.l

0/�b�1a.lb�1a/2 im �ejL1
. The

key ingredient to seeing this is to note that

h.�la/D h.la/
�1
D
�
a�1
� .�.la//

�1; a�1
�
;

which can be verified using (80). Moreover, �laC l 0C lb�1a 7! e 2A under �h and
is thus contained in L1. Therefore we may calculate that

h.�laC l 0C lb�1a/D h.�la/h.l
0/h.lb�1a/

D
�
a�1
� .�.la//

�1; a�1
�
.�.l 0/; b/.�.lb�1a/; b

�1a/

D
�
a�1
� .�.la//

�1; a�1
��
�.l 0/.b ��.lb�1a//; a

�
D
��

a�1
� .�.la//

�1
��

a�1
�
�
�.l 0/.b ��.lb�1a//

��
; e
�
;��

a�1
� .�.la//

�1
��

a�1
�
�
�.l 0/.b ��.lb�1a//

���
e

D Œa�1
� .�.la//

�1�e
�
a�1
�
�
�.l 0/.b ��.lb�1a//

��
e

D .�a.la//
�1Œ�.l 0/.b ��.lb�1a//�a

D .�a.la//
�1Œ�.l 0/�aŒb ��.lb�1a/�a

D .�a.la//
�1�a.l

0/�b�1a.lb�1a/:
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Thus we may conclude that .�a.la//
�1�a.l

0/�b�1a.lb�1a/ 2 im �ejL1
. Consequently,

we have produced a map X im�e jL1 ! .X A/im h. By construction, this is a section
to the projection. To check that .X A/im h! X im�e jL1 ! .X A/im h is the identity, it
suffices to notice that, for x 2 .X A/im h,

Œx�a D Œh.la/x�a D Œ.�.la/; a/x�a D �a.la/Œx�e;

where the first equality uses that x is fixed by im h.

Appendix C Comparison with operations in E–theory

The purpose of this appendix is to present formulas for power operations in height d

Morava E–theory which are analogous to the formulas for power operations for d–
dimensional field theories established in Sections 2–5. These similarities suggest a
deeper structure linking chromatic homotopy theory at height d and quantum field
theory in dimension d , beyond the results proven above.

The Stolz–Teichner program provides a uniform perspective on these phenomena. In
particular, it conjectures a precise relationship between geometric d–dimensional field
theories and height d cohomology theories for d � 2. At higher height, structures in
d–dimensional field theories often closely resemble chromatic height d phenomena.
However, the lack of precise conjectures in the Stolz–Teichner program for d > 2 makes
it difficult to turn these analogies into theorems. As such, there are no new results in
this section; rather, we include this material because it was the original inspiration for
this paper.

The analogies between power operations in E–theory and field theories are most
apparent at the level of characters. On the field theory side, this amounts to studying
the effect of power operations after dimensional reduction. In the same way that the
Chern character approximates a cohomology theory by a height 0 cohomology theory,
dimensional reduction approximates a d–dimensional field theory by a 0–dimensional
field theory. This has been made precise for d D 1 in the thesis of Fei Han [31]: he
showed that dimensional reduction from 1j1–dimensional Euclidean field theories to
0j1–dimensional Euclidean field theories gives rise to the Chern character in K–theory.

Morava E–theory is a fundamental object in chromatic homotopy theory. The essentially
unique E1–ring structure on E–theory, constructed by Goerss, Hopkins and Miller
in [29], gives rise to power operations and Adams operations [1]. Hopkins, Kuhn and
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Ravenel [34] produced a character map for E–theory, which approximates the Borel
equivariant E–cohomology of a finite G–CW complex X by the rational cohomology
of a G–CW complex built out of X . The relationship between power operations and
character theory was explored by the first and third author in [8]. Inspired by the Stolz–
Teichner program, one may view the character theory for height d Morava E–theory as
an analogue of dimensional reduction: after all, the E0

d
–algebra C0, introduced below,

has the property that the pullback of the p–divisible group over E0
d

to C0 is a height d

constant p–divisible group, ie the p–power torsion in the d–torus. For a more thorough
introduction to this circle of ideas, see [39, Appendix A.2], which was written by the
third author.

C.1 Character theory for Morava E–theory

Recall that Morava E–theory Ed of height d is the Landweber exact ring spectrum
associated to the universal deformation G of a height d formal group law G0 over
a perfect field � of characteristic p. For concreteness, we may choose G0 to be the
Honda formal group law over � D Fpd , which yields the coefficient ring

E�d D ���Ed ŠW Fpd ŒŒu1; : : : ;ud�1��Œu
˙1�;

where W Fpd denotes the ring of Witt vectors on Fpd , the power series generators ui are
in degree 0, and u is of degree�2. When dD1 and �DFp , the universal deformation G

is the multiplicative formal group law over W .Fp/ŠZp , E�
1
ŠZp Œu

˙1�, and E1DK^p
is p–adic K–theory.

An analogue of dimensional reduction for Morava E–theory is given by Hopkins–Kuhn–
Ravenel character theory [34], which we shall now recall. Let LD Zd

p . For any finite
group G, the set Hom.L;G/ of commuting p–power order elements of G admits a
conjugation action by G and we write Hom.L;G/=� for the corresponding quotient.

Hopkins, Kuhn, and Ravenel construct a faithfully flat extension C0 of Q˝E0
d

that is
used to construct a 2–periodic rational cohomology theory HC0 given by

HC �0 .Y /D C0˝Q˝E�
d
.Q˝Ed /

�.Y /

for any space Y equivalent to a finite CW complex. Note that C0 depends on d , although
this is suppressed from the notation. This cohomology theory is just 2–periodic singular
cohomology with coefficients in C0. Given a finite G–CW complex X , they then
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construct a (generalized) character map

�d W E
�
d .EG �G X / �!

� Y
Œh�2Hom.L;G/=�

HC �0 .X
im h/

�G

;

generalizing the work of [5] from complex K–theory to Morava E–theory. There is
an action of Aut.L/ on C0 with fixed points given by C

Aut.L/
0

ŠQ˝E0
d

. Combining
this action with the action on Hom.L;G/=� by precomposition, they show that their
character map lands in the fixed points� Y

Œh�2Hom.L;G/=�

HC �0 .X
im h/

�G�Aut.L/

;

which is analogous to Proposition 4.11 and Definition 5.6.

Theorem C.1 (Hopkins–Kuhn–Ravenel [34]) For any finite G–CW complex X , the
character map �d induces an isomorphism after base change to C0:

C0˝E0
d

E�d .EG �G X /
'
�!

� Y
Œh�2Hom.L;G/=�

HC �0 .X
im h/

�G

:

Moreover , �d is equivariant with respect to the natural Aut.L/–action on both sides (on
the left-hand side this action is just on C0), and descends to an isomorphism of Borel
equivariant cohomology theories

Q˝E�d .EG �G X /
'
�!

� Y
Œh�2Hom.L;G/=�

HC �0 .X
im h/

�G�Aut.L/

after taking Aut.L/–fixed points.

Remark C.2 Partition functions indexed by twisted sectors give a link between super-
symmetric field theories and Hopkins–Kuhn–Ravenel character theory. For example,
gauging on the field theory side corresponds to HKR induction [11, Corollary 1.3].

Example C.3 We now specialize the Hopkins–Kuhn–Ravenel character map to the
case X D pt, the case of interest to us in the next subsection. In this case, the target
of �d can be identified with

Cld .G;C0/ WDMap.Hom.L;G/=�;C0/;

the ring of C0–valued functions on the set Hom.L;G/=�. We refer to the elements
of Cld .G;C0/ as (generalized) class functions.
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C.2 The character of the total power operation for Morava E–theory

By the Goerss–Hopkins–Miller theorem [29], the ring spectrum Ed admits an E1–ring
structure, which is unique up to a contractible space of choices. Consequently, there is
a unique theory of power operations for Ed . These are, for any space X , multiplicative
nonadditive maps

Pn W E0
d .X /! E0

d .E†n �†n
X�n/

defined by sending a class ŒX ! Ed � to the class

ŒE†n �†n
X�n

! .E†n/C ^†n
E^n

d ! Ed �

using the E1–ring structure maps for Ed .

The Aut.L/–action on C 0 by E0
d

–algebra maps that plays a role in Theorem C.1 extends
to an action by ring maps of the monoid Endfin.L/ of finite-index endomorphisms of L.
Let Latfin.L/ be the set of finite-index sublattices of L. There is a canonical surjection
Endfin.L/� Latfin.L/ sending a finite-index endomorphism to its image.

Given a conjugacy class Œh W L!G o†n�, we have an associated L–set

nD
a
k

Ik ;

as in the discussion at the beginning of Section 3.3. There we observe that we can
extract well-defined conjugacy classes Œhk W Lk !G� corresponding to the transitive
components of n. Given a section � of Endfin.L/ � Latfin.L/, the map �Lk

D

�.Lk/ W L! L has image Lk . Thus there is an induced isomorphism  Lk
W L Š
�! Lk .

Definition C.4 Let � be a section to the canonical map Endfin.L/! Latfin.L/. We
define the pseudopower operation associated to � to be the natural map

P�n W Cld .G;C0/ �! Cld .G o†n;C0/

that sends a class function f 2 Cld .G;C0/ to the class function on G o†n given by

P�n .f /.Œh W L!G o†m�/D
Y
k

�Lk
f .Œ �Lk

hk �/:

The formula above should be compared with Proposition 4.12 and Theorem 5.19.

These operations satisfy a number of compatibility properties similar to the total power
operations, justifying the terminology pseudopower operation. The main result of [8]
is the following.
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Theorem C.5 For any section � as above , there is a commutative diagram

E0
d
.BG/

�d
//

Pn

��

Cld .G;C0/

P�n
��

Q˝E0
d
.BG/

PQ
n

��

oo

E0
d
.BG o†n/

�d
// Cld .G o†n;C0/ Q˝E0

d
.BG o†n/oo

The right square is induced by taking Aut.L/–fixed points of P�n . The resulting
map PQ

n is independent of � and has the structure of a global power functor in the
sense of [26].

This should be compared with Theorem 4.2.

C.3 Adams operations for Morava E–theory

The Adams operations in E–theory were first defined by Ando in [1]. To define them we
must review an important result concerning the E–cohomology of symmetric groups.

Theorem C.6 (Strickland [49]) Let k � 0. There is a canonical isomorphism

E0
d .B†pk /=Itr Š � Subpk .G/;

where Itr is the image of the transfer map in E–cohomology along the inclusion
†
�p

pk�1 �†pk , and � Subpk .G/ is the ring of functions on the scheme Subpk .G/ that
classifies subgroup schemes of order pk in G.

It turns out that E0
d
.B†pk / is a free E0

d
–module of finite rank. Thus

E0
d .B†pk �X /Š E0

d .B†pk /˝E0
d

E0
d .X /

for all spaces X . Restriction along the diagonal B†pk �X ! E†pk �†
pk

X�pk

gives a power operation

Ppk W E0
d .X /

Ppk

�! E0
d .E†pk �†

pk
X�pk

/! E0
d .B†pk /˝E0

d
E0

d .X /:

There are canonical subgroup schemes of G given by the pk–torsion GŒpk �. The order
of GŒpk � as a group scheme is pkd , thus Theorem C.6 implies that there is a map
of E0–algebras E0.B†pkd /=Itr ! E0 classifying the subgroup scheme GŒpk � � G.
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Applying Theorem C.6, we may form the ring endomorphism  pk

of E0
d
.X / given by

the composite

 pk

W E0
d .X /

Ppkd

��! E0
d .B†pkd /˝E0

d
E0

d .X /! E0
d .B†pkd /=Itr˝E0

d
E0

d .X /

GŒpk �˝1
�����! E0

d .X /:

Applying Theorem C.5 to  pk

when X D BG for G a finite group gives a formula
for  pk

on the level of class functions. Given f 2 Cld .G;C0/ and a conjugacy class
ŒL!G� represented by a d–tuple of commuting elements .g1; : : : ;gd /, we find that

 pk

.f /..g1; : : : ;gd //D f ..g
pk

1
; : : : ;g

pk

d
//:

This formula should be compared with Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 5.20.
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